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PLANK

DIFFERENT

others. The fire is now in the mili- tary wood reserve, destroying timber
and cor,i.wood.
A great scope of country has been
'
burned over. It seems nothing but a
heavy rain will put the fire out. The
Honiestake company is said to be offering men' sixty cents per hour to go
and protect their property.
MAINE

TAFT

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

ACCUSED

CANDIDATE APPROVES
HANDLES MARVELOUS
"AT
GUARANTY SCHEME
WILL
AEROPLANE

OF STEALING

V(Kls AFLAME;

Objections
Describes Figure "8" Over Says It Avoids
Which He Has Urged Against
Fort Meyer Drill Grounds
Clause Adopted by Denver
Amid Plaudits of Enthusisa-ti- c
Convention,
Army and Navy Officers,
i.mu1 Wlre.l
Washington, Sept. 11 Mr. Wright
arrived at the tenting grounds at Fort
Myer at 4 o'clock and immediately
prepared to make a (light. He had
been in conference with Lieutenant
BWeét, the representative of the navy
nt the aeronautical trials. In connection with the plans of the naval
branch of the service for adopting
aeroplanes.
The weather conditions were Ideal
and Mr. Wright lost no time. Before
making the llrst Ilight Mr. Wright
said:
"I want to make a night of il t
ten minutes in order to see how my
present speed compares with whut I
have a
made at Kittyhawk, X. C.
time and a distance apparatus attached to the aeroplane but as it registers
only ten kilometers without repeating,
1 have to make a short
(light in order
to determine the speed at which the
machine travels through the air."
Starting at 4:41 the aeroplane made
nine rounds of the drill grounds and
then, landing within a few feet of the
Mr.
thousand or more spectators.
Wright computed the spc,
hli
record breaking flights.
"The annemometer registers 11.44
kilometers." said Mr. Wright, "making
n
the speed a little over thlrty-se- v
miles ah hour. We made forty-fou- r
miles nn hour at Kittyhawk with a
little less power. Of cour.se, the turns
there were much larger, and therefore
did not impair the speed as much as
the turns made here, but I had no idea
there was such a great difference."
Later Mr. Wright found
that he
hud miscalculated the speed, and as
finally computed the speed was announced as 39.55 miles tin hour.
Mr.
To those who have witnessed
Wright's flights from the beginning
the results, marvelous as they are, are
now regarded as a matter of course
but the majority Of those who witnessed today's long Might were roused
to great enthusiasm when the aviator
for the third successive day broke his
Fifty-seve- n
best
previous record.
times the machine passed over the
starting point during the seventy minit
seconds that
utes and thirty-siwas up.
Twice the aeroplanlst described the tigure "K" showing for the
his Fort Meyer
lirst time during
flights that he could control his machine in any direction. A feautre of
the landing was that he did not stop
the motor until the machine touched
the ground.
Octuve Chanutc, one of the foremost aeronauts in the country, arrived
at Fort Myer today. "The Wright
Inothers began their Wortf In aeronautics in an unusual way," said Mr.
Chañóte. "Ofvllle was convalescing
from scarlet fever and his brother
Wilbur read Pettlgrews' hook on aeronautics to him. Soon after, the
Annual was published a". the
Wright brothers
learned froi.i its
pages what had been done toward
conquering the air. These experiments
started them."
Before making another ascension at
Fort Myer. Mr Wright will make n
few changes in his machine In order
to secure greater speed.
I
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Topeka. Kas.. Sept. 11.
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the republican presidential candidate,
In a letter to Walter It. Stubbs, republican candidate for governor of Kansas, points out that the Kansas platform's reference to bank deposit insurance avoids the objections urged
against the democratic national plat
f jin. Judge Taft's letter follows:
'Middle Mass Island, Sept. 4. T
agree with you that the action of the
republicans of Kansas, as to an enabling act by which banks in Kansas
may voluntarily guarantee each other's deposits, is very different from
the propon it ion In the democratic
platform, enforcing a tax against all
banks, by which they are in effect to
guarantee the recklessness and dishonesty of every other bank. Under the
system proposed, for instance, in the
slate of Connecticut, Mr. Hill has
shown that in the course of four years
the banks and depositors of Connecticut would pay out four hundred thou-v.in- d
dollars and receive nothing back,
and that four hundred thousand dol'
lars would g'
elp the depository
'
In Will! street
wh!- ,i, through
st,
the manipulan
gamblers,
' us,
usije tor the pur- nose of
speculation
"I io
the st at in tic., but I
a
have no itot ,i. the same thing in
a less marked degree, would be
true in Kansas Of course, you could
'tot expect me to express an opinion
on a state measure of this sort, been, s, Hate legislation s not involved
In the national Issues, but you are cer-l- y
believe, that the proposition in the
ly
,iee, that the proposition In the
Kansas platform avoids altogether the
objection which i urged in my speech
ot accej tance to the democratic
n
for a national enforced insurance of deposits in all hanks. The
Kansas proposition comes within the
MVing clause which I expressly ins,
to show that the Objection
bad
to make was not applicable to stub a
system
Very sincerely yours,
.

per-uap-

I
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URGENT IPPEAL FOR HELP
SENT GOVERNOR JOHNSON
St. Paul, Sept. ii. Governor John- OP tonight received a message from
Mayor R, D. Raven, "f Imiuth, t,, the
effect that Heaver Hay is in Imminent
danger of being destroyed by fire, and
asking thai help he sent to the settlement at once. Govemor Johnson sent
a message to the captain of the steamer Amrelea at Port Arthur, asking hitn
to go at once to the threatened town.

Own Plat-

Candidate
Document,
Bryan,

NEBRASKAN GIVEN ROYAL
WELCOME IN WHEELING

Cheering Multitude Hears Him
Predict
Success for His
Third Venture Town id White
House,
I

IS.v

Morning

Special

Jmirniil

i.cmumI

Wlre

Wheeling, W. "a Sep,. 11. W. .1
Bryan this afternoon and tonight was
West Virginia's guest. A royal welcome was accord, him as his private
car "Olivette," containing himself and
patty and a big reception committee,
crossed the Ohio river and entered
this city. The river front was a mass
of humanity and as democrat y'a leader stepped on West Virginia soil he
e
was cheered
echo. His car was
stopped directly In front of the hotel,
but so great was the crowd that even
the combined efforts of the police
could not prevent him from being
forced to struggle his way through.
Speaking tonight t,, it multlude of
persons, Mr. Bryan pointed out the
differences in (be two platforms and
made a plea for democratic support.
He made freqgent reference to Mr.
I

to-Ih-

nay uuy state mat the nrea are
burning out and that little further
danger exists. Tonight there was a
slight fall of rain in the (Ire district,

Ul

O

I

CHINA

Ü

north-northeas-

northeast

Much damage
has been ' done to
property tier,., and the streets of
Qrand Turk are a mass of wreckage.
Trees have been uprooted, portions of
away and many
buildings blown
houses have been partially wrecked.
The llaytlen sloop Telegraph, which
had taken shelter at Hawk's Nest,
Few
Flames Within
Miles of foundered with all hands. The schoonDan Leon, belonging to the East
Minnesota Village; Inhab- er
Calcos Fiber company, broke away
itants Prepared to Take to from her anchorage and has not been
seen since. All the sail lighters which
Lake,
were moored yesterday at the riding
grounds und tinHawk's Neat, tre
missing.

Ml

Grand Maraia Reported Kimiiug.
Duiuth, Sept. II, The town of
Grand Margal now Is on fire. Latest
reports say the fire has overwhelmed
the fighters and the outskirts of the
town are burning. The town appears
to b, doomed and It Is feared that before morning l.r,0(l .people will l
homeless.
CAT M.ltV FIGHTS FIRE
l
III ck mills, roitl
Slurgls, S. D., Sept. 11. The forest
fire which started early In the week
mar the Mumford mines, near Caleña,
and which at one time was under control, broke out anew Inst night and is
burning worse than eyer. Four troops
or the Fourth cavalrV have been out
all day and will be relieved tonight by

sis

BANQUET

CAPTAIN AIJBLE'S SLAYER
VETERAN DESPERADO

CHICAGO BUSINESS MEN
ARRANGE THE MEETING

Suicide of Los Angeles Murderer
Leaves
Confession
Telling of Dark Deeds Committed in Many Places,

First Time Since Lincoln's Day
That Rival Candidates Have
Met During Campaign-- Ban
on Politics.

lli

Morning .loiirmil Sine' I I
Sept. 11.

Los Angeles,

H Wlr- - I
Carl Suth-

erland, the youthful
murderer ,,r Captain of Police Waiter
Auble. left letters which, if the contents be true, prove him to have been
a most remarkable crimina!. One of
these letters, containing many tltOU-San- d
words, was a! tlrst believed to be
fiction, but severa) I, atures
of the
confession have sine,- been verified;
In this document, Sutherland said
he was born at Lamar, Mo.,
and
early became a member of a gang,
which terrorised that locality.
lie
first aided two criminals, who
were
wanted lor robbing Ihe depot .it Oswego. Kas., and shooting a deputy
u the
Sheriff, escaping In a can,
Neosho river, and later joined others
in holding UP tin Iron .Mountain train
at Malvern, Ark., near poma. Okla.,
lie was captttred by a vigilance committee but escaped by knocking down
which T stand."
his guard with a club and later hold
The republicans, be declared may Ing up one of the vigilantes ami robwell ask themselves whether they had bing him of his gun, purse and horse.
not underestimated dem
atic politics Members of his iranir killed several
policies were strong raien at different times in this vicinity.
when those
enough to give me a third nomina- lie aided in a jail break at Lamar,
and later helped hold uj a Choctaw
tion.
lie was llnally
Reft rrlng to the fact that the over- train mar Memphis,
shadowing Issue of the campaign from nrrVeted at Okmulgee, in the Creek
the democratic standpoint was "shall nation, and taken to Lamar by Sheriff
the people rule"'' Mr. Bryan said he Harlow, w here he was sentenced to
Hie
for seventeen
reform school
,
onilnue-- i on I'ngc 7, Column .".
Several
months at Hoonesvillc. Mo
telegrams received here from Missouri, confirm these details.
Sutherland's letter says he joined
Inarms as a musician and deserten
hi Monterey, Cal,
After working as
a waller In the California club In Los
Angeles, he went to Canada, where
be and Others held up a train at Mission Junction and another at North
Yakima, Wash. Afterwards' he held
up and I'Obbed a s't'l'e, t car in Soulh
San Francisco, and after an unsuccessful attempt io hold uji a Kentucky street car in San Francisco, he
self-slai-

n

1
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YOUTHFUL CONVICT
ESCAPES FROM PRISON1
Carson City. Nov., Sept. 11. George
Sterling, a prisoner serving five years
In the Nevada penitentiary for break-- i
Ing jail at Klko, escaped
late Inst
nlgt from the prison nnd still Is at
large. Owing to the crowded eondl- Hon of the prison. Sterling slept in the
He managed, unold shoe factory.
known to the guards, to dig a portion
of tin- wall away from the bars of the
h OS shop and by spreading the bars!
slightly Crawled through. Sterling Is
but '.'I years old, and was in Jail al
Klko on a felony charge

UNCLE SAM AMONG
BOOTH CO, CREDITORS
V

mi of Fine fUV llelHilIng Contltutes Preferred claim ignbsM
Receiver.

-

Chicago, Sept, 11. The termination
of operating agreements with various
concerns, necessitating their purchase
or Ihe alternative of facing their competition, was. It Is said, a factor In the
financial troubles of A. Month tit Co,
which went Into the hands of a receiver yesterday. The proceeds of a stock
Issue of $ 1.000, noil and some $'.'00,111)0
additional went. It Is said, to se,
of prospective rivals.
The national government Is among
the creditors of the firm, but to what
extent Is not known. The firm pleaded guilty on one count lo rebating
some time ago, but the amount of the
fine has not yet been fixed.
It may
run aiiywln re from $1,000 to $20,000
and will constitute a preferred claim
on the. receiver.

I

Sutherland confessed to a number
of local crimes. He gave names ,,l
members of the gang with which be

I

southwestern souvenir of the Sixteenth National Irrigation congress is now ready for
distribution and hundreds of copies of the beautiful volóme have already been sent throughout the country by
the board of control of the congress. This souvenir is
the niost elaborate publication of its kind ever issued in
the West. It is a book of iwo hundred pages, ten by fourteen inches, and bound in a colored cover that is a
marvel of color printing. The official southwestern souThe official

venir was edited and compiled by Col. Ralph E. Twitch-el- l,
secretary of the board of control. It is an encyclopedia of information about the southwest, giving in
detail and with beautiful illustrations the story of every
great irrigation project, every important farming district, every fruit growing section. Mines are described
and the resources of the whole region covered as they
have never been covered before in a single publication.
n
The articles on Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Las Vegas,
and on practically every other important town in the
territory are handsomely illustrated and the book is the
most acceptable souvenir of the congress and exposition that could possibly be sent to a Triend or to any one
intending to visit New Mexico during the exposition.

associated and accounted for the
death of several of them.
Sutherland married in this city, but
his wife knew nothfng of his criminal
record. He .gave aliases of Joseph
Palmer, Jack Ames end Carl Bher-- I
WSS

violent

wood.

ASH

the official souvenir has been a
very expensive undertaking. It is printed on heavy paper and the finest grade of engravings have been used.
The actual cost of the book is something more than 75
cents a copy.
But it was the chief aim of the editor and of the
publishers as well as of the Board of Control to use the
book as advertising, believinfj it to be the highest class
of advertising that could be obtained. The book is therefore placed on sale today at the price of 50 cents the
copy. This includes a patent clasp envelope for mailing
with each copy. The postage upon each copy o the
book is 16 cents.,
The publication of

you have a friend who you want to interest in
New Mexico or the southwest, send him one of the official souvenirs. As soon as you see the book you will
want one for your library. If you are seeking to interest
capital in the southwest, the official souvenir is the ideal
If

form of descriptive literature.
The book will go on sale today. Copies may be obtained at the business office of the Morning Journal and
at the John Lee Clarke curio store, corner of First and
Central avenue.
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i
Beneficial Results of Recent
Increase In Pay Already Apparent Declares Department
Commander,

Ra-to-

.
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By Morning Journal Spssisl I.nuod Wire)
Duiuth, Minn.. Sept. ii Unless a
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Qrand Turk. Turks Island. P. W. I
Sept. 11. A hurricane of great fury
swept over Turks Island last night and
"W. H. TAFT."
this morning and at daybreak today
the town of Grand Turk was devnstat- Chess Championship.
Munich. Sept. 11. The ninth game 'd. A number of lives have been lost.
for tin- world's chess championship nut just how many can not yet he said
between Iir Larrasch and Dr. tusker Grave anxiety Is felt for the safety of
was adjourned today after the fiftieth Dr. I. T. Robertson, district commissioner of CalOOS, who was making a
move.
tour of the islands when the storm
T
broke.
The hurricane reached here at
ONLY HEAVY
o'clock last night, the wind blowing
t.
At i o'clock
from the
this morning the wind had reached a
velocity of nearly one hundred miles
an hour and was blowing from the
CAN SAVE

GRUI

PROVES TAFT TO MEET

raí nnmra mmk

RAIN EXTINGUISHES
PIREN ALONG LAKE HURON
Hay City, Mich., Sept. tl. Reports
from the fins in tile section north of

HURRICANE SWEEPS
WEST INDIAN

YOUTH

I

d

The min8t. Petersburg, Sept.
istry of finance Is now working on the
budget for I SOD. und Its preliminary
labors have resulted In the usual struggle for the maintenance of tin
inimical policy of M. Kokovsoff as
r
against the dcslreg of the other
The
for large appropriations.
chief offenders ate the ministries of
war, marine and railroads. Their estimates, If granted, would Involve a
deficit of nearly one million dollnrs.
M. Kokovsoff Insists on slashing the
estimates for new projects to the hone
In order to bring xpendltures within
He declares
the estimated Income.
that he will not present a budget with
a deficit to Ihe doumh. and In this attitude he Is supported by Premier
gtotyyta.

Disgusted With His
form, Republican
Covets Denver
According to Mr,

rt-(-

OF TIME heavy rain falls Within the next forty
New York, Sept. 11. A. M. Herring einiit hours the total destruction of
of this city, who has asked for an every town on the northern shore ,,r
extension of lime for the government .'lake Superior In Cok county Is al
tests of his RerOplane, said today that most certain.
Xo rain has fallen In this district
his machine was ready for the test?
but he desired additional time to make sines July in. and everything In the
Improvements. Mr. Herring said he woods Is as dry as pnrchment. This
was not surprised at the record break-lu- g evenliiK walls of fires with a heavy
nights of Orvllle Wright at Fort land wind behind them are eating
of the their way toward the settlements.
Myer, and spoke confidently
Wild-eyeand shaking with fear,
possibility of taking a trip to Chithe inhabitants are withering alón the
cago in his ueroplane.
"With my machine working ns t shore prepared to take to the lake In
fully expect them to." he said, "I small craft should the worst come.
could fly to Chicago without a stop." Within less than two miles of Grand
Mr. Herring believes trie cpiestlon of Murals there is in flames I Pact of
equilibrium has been solved by him spruce and brush over three miles In
said, I length. A strong land breeze from the
In this machine, which he
stronger than Wright's aeroplane, and northwest Is at present shooting the
fire along the outskirts of the town,
weighs much less.
giving the village a lease of life.
Conditions at Pigeon River Indian
RUSSIANS RESOLVED ON
reservation, Htg bay, Chicago bay.
RIGID RERENCHMtNT Cascade, t'nfton and Nutson are similar to those existing Ht (Iran,! Mátala,
EXTENSION

DEMOCRATIC

nrop-ositlo-

I

WIMGHTS RIVAL ASKS

Lrantd Wire
W. H. Taft,

FOREST RESERVES ESCAPE
GENERAL DESTRUCTION
Washington, Sept. II. The forest
llres. which have just laid waste whole
counties In Minnesota and Michigan
and extended into Wisconsin, destroying many towns and making thousands of persops homeless, have focused the attention of government officials here, s well as state forest officers, on the enormous losses of forest wealth which will be on record
for the year 1908.
In the whole northern half of the
United States, from coast to coast, it
is likely that the year will go down
as one of the worst In the lost quarter
century. Forest service officials say
that it is doubtful if this ycar'n aetunl
losses from forest tires in all parts
of the country will ever be known, but
It is known that they will be up high
in the millions. The officials say tie
fires have started a widespread movement in many states to check them by
adopting rational systems of fire protection.
The government has had much
work In the lire lighting line on the
national forests, but careful patrol and
the organization of a force to battle
with
the llames have prevented a
much greater destruction. The total
cost of tlic forest tires on the national
forests for the season, exclusive of the
salaries of forest officers, will not be
more than 80,(M)0.

Taft and told bis audience that the
republican candidate was conducting
his campaign on a platform so obnoxious to him that he was forced. I"
continually patch it up with amend"
wu
menta of his own. Much str.-slaid upon the labor and
planks of the platform.
The visit to Wheeling was the climax of an evéntfgl day In Ohio. From
the time ihe democratic Candidate left
Columbus early In the morning, until
he crossed the Ohio river Into Weal
Virginia, the crowds which gathered
along the line of travel made Insistent
demands for his appearance and to
"talk to us a little."
At StUbenville a large crowd gather..! and Mr. Hryan addressed them.
Mr. Hryan put to his audience these
questions: "How many of you believe
that United States senators sin, til. I be
ele, ted by direet Mile of the people'.'
How many of you believe that we
ought to have a publication of campaign contributions, that is, above a
reasonable minimum before election?"
A s.a of hands went
up. ".Vow."
said Mr. Hryan. "by your voices you
have declared that you stand on tin
democratic platform Instead of on the
republican platform."
Altogether the reception of the
democratic candidate in Ohio and in
this city were among the notable happenings of the cam pal gm
Mr. Bryan tonight referred to Uv
fact that his third nomination had n
Significance that could noi he over-linked either by republicans or democrats, "in former cgeipalgns l suffered defeat.' he said, "and those defeat"
would have been sufflolattt to have
eliminated me from politics If my
claim to public attention was based
upon personal merit. Put my friend--- .
have not beet vain enough to believe
that any large part of the Interest
left in me, of the confidence expressed
In me. of the affection fell toward me,
is due to personal qualities, 1 have believed, and ! do belirve that the fact
that T maintain a place In politics Is
due to the strength Of the things for

Man M ta.

s

SMALL TOWN I 11 III M'KM'.l)
Klneo, Maine, Sept. 11. A (late
f,,re.-- t
fire which was burning today
two miles northwest of the small town
of Jaekman on the Canadian Pacific.
railroad, threatens that town.

SAYS TAFT

T

n

.

MUES

12, 1908,

llSy Horning Journal IpeelSl
Washington, Sept. 11.

TVIrl
In his an-

nual report to the WSr department
(leneral Frederick Funston. commander of the department of California, expresses Ihe hope that the war department will succeed In Its efforts to obtain in additional number of officers
to lake the place of those on detached
Be
duti ft, on their organ tanttoaa
adds that this Is the vital question al- fectlag greatly the efficiency ,,f the
army.
The beneficial results anticipated
,1,111, leecill r
'
I.MI'ill IOC, f lip, ,K
pay of the army, says (en. ral Fun
iton, "an- already becoming apparent.
Company commanders report that a
much laraer proportion ,,r desirable
men at,- r, , nlisted than was formerly
the case, and that former soldiers ITS
returning to the service, The tee ting
akin to hopelessness that has hunu
over ihe army since the close of nc- Itlvs operations In the Philippine has
rghft n Any to a better spirit, and ae n
result of greater contentment there is
an Increased Interest In the perform
ame of duty and consequently in
our officers no loiiKer feel
that they have been act to making
I ricks without
straw."
,

;

IHy If trains Journal Hprrlnt Inurd
Ir)
Chicago,
Sept. 11. For the tlrst
lime In the history of modern poli-

ties, two rival candidates
for the
presidency of the I'niied states, will
meet at the same board and address

when VV. H. Tall,
the same audien.-erepublican of Ohio, and William ,i.
Misan, democrat of Nebraska, are to
be the guests of honor at the annual
banqUSl
ol the Chicago Association
n
of Commerce at the auditorium
the evening of October 7.
This announcement was made today at the headquarters of the Chicago Association of Commerce. Which
organisation already bad secured
Of the presence of
the two
on
presidential nominees
different
days for the third convention of the
Lakes to the Gulf ljeep Waterways
BSKOolatton, for which the association
of commerce will act as host.
already had been announcer that
Mr. Taft would open the convention
on the afternoon of October 7, and
that .Mr. Bryan would close It on October ;,. and that Mr, Tuft would be
the guest of honor at the banquet in
the evening of October 7. Mr. Bryan's acceptance of the dinner Invitation, however, assuring a notable occasion, came as a pleasant surprise
was obtained
Mr. Taft's acceptance
Bell, Vice
by President Richard
President B. F. Conway and Secretary T. K. Wilder of tin- association,
who returned to Chicago from Cincinnati yesterday.
The long distance telephone figured
to
prominently in the negotiations
secure the presence of Mr. Hryan at
the banquet. The invitation had been
under serious consideration by Norman E. Ma, k, chairman of the
committer, for some time and
at a riltí hour last ntgm be called up
Mr. Bryan, then at Terre Haute, Ind.,
Mr.
on the icsi distance telephone.
Bryan, who had retired for the night,
arose, dressed himself and answered
Hie call.
He was Informed, as Mr.
Taft had been, (hat the banquci
one,
ami
would be a
that ii would be held under the ausorganisation,
pices of a
He agreed to attend. The deep waterways project Is favored by the leaders
of both parties and Is not, therefore,
any political
a subject over which
discussion is expected. There will bill, i question as to which of the candidate will occupy the right hand Sat
It will he occupied by Mr Taft al the
express..! wish and with the lull approval of lb, democratic nominee and
his friends. Chairman Mack declared
today that Mr. Taft as a i est mem
present administration.
ber ,,f ih,
to the place of
was elearlv
honor at the feast. The OhlOUn,
therefore, will sit at the right baud
of President llal and the Nebraskan
on the left.
The meeting of the two candidates
will differ from the meeting of (he
national candidates in the state of
years ago when
Illinois, forty-eigh- t
Abraham Lincoln and Stephen A.
Douglas began their famous debates,
by reason of the inhibition placed on
f
political discourse. An attendant
about l.tioo persons is expected at the
banquet, in addition to the great
banquet room of the auditorium, lha
rooms adjoining on the ninth Moor ot
the Fine Arts buildings have be n
secured and the whole will be thrown
together for the occasion.
,

c
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DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
RESULTS IN WASHINGTON
rattle, Wash.. Sept. tl, Returns.
primary vote
the
throughout the state on September X,
are meager, but based on figures received up io this oventag from the
ó'
the
various counties,
nominations wll be BS fall
United States senator G r, cuterm.
Governor- - John Pnttlaon.
Lieutenant governor A.
wards
at- II.
Congressman, llrsl il
Miller of Seattle.
Hroder D. Ilrown,
Becond district
Taeoma.
Third, district - William Goodyear
mi

-

Colfax

Dievfii- -' Assailant Acquitted.
I'arls, Sept 11. Louis A. Gregorl
was today acquitted of the charge of
attempting lo kill Major Alfred Dreyfus al the Pantheon III Ibis city last
lune.
During the ceremonies at ire- Pan.
Jspaneee Ubhnsnador,
theon In connection with the connnn-isatlo- n
K. Knto, who wns
of Kmiln ZOlu, Gregorl llred
Tokio. Sept. 11
recently appointed ambassador t, Lon- two revolver shots at Dreyfus, one
don to succeed OouHi Jutnt'o Komurn, ball taking effect In Dreyfus' wrlat.
will not start fo his new poet for four
Marine- - Win at Heaglrt.
months. It Is not believed bady Kato
Seagirt, N. J., Kept. 11. In the
w ill ace, mpany him.
shooting tournament here today the
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leading to the apartment, the door
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
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The Santa Fe Railway Company has here the largest terminal yarda on Its system from Chicago to California which with an elegant Hartey Fating House, a commodious depot, mall and eipreaa office; roundhouse
for eighteen stalls; tracks to accommodate 4,086 cars. The lots offered for sale adjoin the depot grouuds and Harvey Fating House; streets graded, sidewalks laid oat; shade treeta, etc.
THE "KICKS OF LOTS ARE LOW; TERMS EASY,
C4SH; BALANCE ON NOTE AND MORTGAGE FROM ONE TO TWO YEARS AT 8 PER CENT INTEREST; TITLE PERFECT, WARRANTY DEEDS GIVEN

.344!

84

of the A. T. & 5. F. Railway

Cut-O- ff

MILES SOI Til OP ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, ON THE MAIN LINE OP THE SANTA PE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND WEST PROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY AND GALVESTON
TO SAN FRANCISCO AND OLD MEN ICO.
THE BELEN T0WNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN TOWNSITE
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT. WIDE AVENUES AND STREETS.
Belen, New Mexico, Ilea in the valley of the Rio Grande. It lias fine shade trees and a beautiful lake. School Houses, Churches, a Commercial Club, Mercantile Store of all classes. Patent Roller Milk, a Winery, the
new Hotel Belen, with all modern improvements; restaurants.
Brick Yard, two Lumber Yarda, etc, etc, etc.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
ALL FAST LIMITED, EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
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the pennant race took the fourth
Batteries Freeman and Shea: Ra- might (tame from llrooklyu today, gan ami 'tondlng.
6 to I.
The visitors made their only
run in the seventh inning.
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sting one. Dun Padilla, the Grays'
manager, made an unsuccessful attempt t" secure a game for Sunday
w ith the Santa
e team. On account
ni die captain of ihe Ancient city
aggregation being in Denver looking
for professional material for the tournament, arrangements tor the game
could not be mn.de. Padilla Is now in
communication wjth the manager of
the Winslow, Aria., team and it is
possible thai the Winslow lads will be
here for two games next S iturday and
Sunday.
Winslow has the best bull
team in northern Arizona and in the
event that It is brought here son;
teresting games will be played.
name between the Grays and the
n commence at o
Browns Sunday
o'clock.
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immediately after the start Laurent,
power
driving a
American
ar, shot into
the toad, a hlch he
maintained until the end of the rust
mile, out Horn that tine until the
first fifty miles had been completed
the premier position was altenatcly
held by him. Bobertson, Mulford and
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broken gasoline pipe compelled
strong to lose several miles.
Kjehlsen and Van Title also met with
accidents that caused their temporary
Ithdrawal.
At the end of the first hour cas Nos,
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Des Moines,
Sept
with, tup
ihe second game to Chicago today by
the score, of S to 3. PfeUtcr held St. although bit freely, was master of t h
as batted situation at all times. Jackson vva:
I.ouis safe, while Fromnie
off the slab una1 Saltee hit freely.
wild.
R, H r,
ft. H. E.
Score
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4
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s
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.."loon
and
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Puttcrie: Fromme,
Batteries; Witherup and Hecklng
Bliss; Pfeiater ami Kiing.
Jackson and McDonough.
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Passengers Panic Stricken Are
Taken from Structure by
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no more
buildings have
though
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
aught tire. It was reported as gain
ing headway today and sweeping in
the direction of the timber at the DRS. 8HADKACH & TUL.trPractice Limited
headwaters of the Big 'I'ejungu river.
Eye. Ear, Nose
Throat
The rangers are hack tiring along the Oculist and Aurist forand
Santa Ke Coast
prevent
of
spread
ridges to
the
the
Lines. Office State National Bank
Many
timber
tire to the heavier
Building. Hours: 9 to 12 a. ro., 1:30
been
orchards and vineyards hav
to S p. m.
burned,
HOMEOPATHS.
JAPANESE PROHIBIT
DRS. BRONSON & BRON30N
Homeopathic
EMIGRATION TO HAWAII
Physicians and Surgeons.
Over Vann's Drug Store. Phones: O'-fl62; residence, 1059. AlbuquerAciordlng
to
Honolulu. Sept.
II.
que, N. M.
word received today Miki Salto, formerly Japanese conslu to Hawaii, and
DENTISTS.
now head of the emigration bureau of
the foreign office, has prohibited fur- DR. J. ii. KRAFT
ther emigration into Hawaii on the
Dental Surgeon.
ground thai there are now sufficient Booms
Harnett building. Phone
laborers there air, 'adv. An Increase,
744. Appointments made by mall,
he says, would result In replacing the
weaker by the stronger Japanese who' L. II. 'HA M BERLIN, D. D, S.
have returned to their native country!
Dentist.
w ill he unable
to get back to the I eldest established office in the city.
I
lands.
Office In Cromwell Block, Corner
Second and Uold avenue.
NEW I' ALL MIL! IM.ltY.
Albuquerque. N. M.
The first showing this week of new
Fall Hals for Street wear. The Econ- CHAS. A. KLLER
omist.
Dentist.
Room 14 N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Phones 869 and 103.1. Albuquerque,
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Farmer; Crandcii, Brcsnahan
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St. LOUit,
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Pitisbiu'g 2: Fiiiclniiutl I.
Pittsburg. Sept. 11. Both Camnltx
and Dubec pitched good bull today.
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The BroWnS and the Clays
wli.
meet on the Traction park diamond
Sunday afternoon for a final battle

befoie the baseball tournament
Al
though It has been definitely settled
that the (Irays shall represent Albuquerque during the fair, the game Is
nevertheless expected to be ,ui Utl -
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This Mark Stands for

FIGHTING FOREST FIRES
(.muí lor BIHioitsness,
"I look two of Chamberlain's Stomcan,
ach and Liver Tablets last night, and
1
The mile track had been equipped 1 feel fifty per cent better than
with search lights which, aided by the have for weeks." bays J. J. Firestone
The
Los Angeles. Sept. tl
"They are cer- which
destroyed
yesterday
fourl
brilliant headlight! Of the cars, min- of Allegan, Mich.
imized the danger of night racing and tainly a fine article for QfTHoUsneSS." houses in La Crescents ami burned
gave the 2U.000 spectators present a ii For sale by all druggists. Samples lover a large acreage of brush land.
Is still hurtling
opportunh) to tvltmets the progress of free.
this afternoon, al- -
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Potteries Joss and Bcmls;
Waddcll and Spencer
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floor

Nets, In cream, while, black
show a beautiful line of Dr-sIn plain and fan y mesh, from gl10 In S.i no. per yd.
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Fall Trimmings
First Moor.

The newest and most exclusive collection of In.We Invite special uttentlou to our filet and beautifully
bunding. From a.V to g.VIMl iter yd.

Detiolt MUld not
triple sandwiched
hit with men waiting to score.
.

Veils and
Veiling

JVebv

The

4

doubles by Crawford and Rossman.j
and won In the eleventh on singles b
F. Jone and labell, with Dougherty s

"l

RKABY-TO-WEA-

PHONE ORDERS KILLED PROMPTLY.

GARMENTS EXCLCHYftLX.
FILLED PROMPTLY.

B

MAIL ORDERS

K

Main

floor.

Representing Ihe foremost European and American manufacturers new material." for autumn, Including Fancy Stripe Worsteds and
chevoits also compone Serges, in distinctly new effects -- all In the
)f the stnple weaves that promise to be
newest color combinations.
much In demand are Broadcloths In n great variety of pastel shades.
Nearly every day now will bring some fresh new fabrics Suittoday's advance
ings. Serges, Broadcloths, etc. plain or nevelty--an- d
note Is struck In the Interests of those to whom, for one reason or another, early buying may be necessary.

Novelty Paris Sui'ings Hought expressly for this early exhibit
and identical with ihe fabrics that are al this moment being made up
by the foremost dressmakers ot the French capital. These Paris Suitings are all exclusive with this store, und we show only one of a kind.
From 7'A- lo 13.00 A range of new Snges, Suitings. Diagonals
and Clay Worsteds in new full colorings.
New Plaids. Checks and Mixtures are also Included In this
week's exhibit, and will be found especially suitable for misses'
and children's wear.

Taffetas. Henriettas and French Sergc show distinctly
color assortments and are of s liner, lighter weuve than usual.
Austrian llroadclnth. chiffon weight. This hus a high
and is shown In all the new shades; the yard

-

Trimmings,
'iiibroldered

new
New
finish
S2.00

Special
Our Annual Sale of Household Linens will be continued
for one more week at the same low prices as advertised

to enable those who could not come before to take advantage of the sale and LOW RPICES.
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ou seen the

New Directoirc

This Mark stands

Tlfr
W1Tf

Girdle?
Graceful In line It Is a
decidedly pretty adjunct
to a costume, (if tine satin
and taffeta silk, plullcd.
stitched and boned, with
smart bow and rash $1.00
and up.
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Mrtw.
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Dress Fabrics
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BY GOODS, MI1J.INEXY AND WOMiCN'8

'

Main f loor.
Knowing the latest novelties In Veils and Veiling means knowing this Veiling Dept.. and Its stocks freshened weekly by weekly shipments frOni our New York branch.
Uf the neWCOnicr Just In there are Tuxedo Veilings in black and
Including novel,
all desirable colors plain, chenille and velvet-dotteu
Is
of Tuxedo
like
Of
Interest
collection
not
heretofore.
shown
tics
und Busslan Net Veils Just In.

luengo I: Detroit 3.
betrott. Sepl. 11. -- Detroit and 'hl- ngu played their third overtime game
In ns many days today, the visitors
winning by scoring two runs in tnei
eleventh. It wa tied In the eighth on

chloago
Batteries

build-

Attorney before U. S. Land Depart,
ment. Land Scrip for sale. Civil
engineering. Cold avenue, opposite
Morning Journal office.

What Woman Will Display o fi JVebv Fait The Women's Suit
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Mdse. of Integrity,

t54

There are, first:

Donohue

( Icieland
h St- LOUlS
11. Cleveland
Sept.
Cleveland.
made It three out of four Trout St
Ihe score
Lotihl by winning today
of 1 to 1. Joss kept St. Louis BWtweai
and would have shut the visitors out
but Tor Lajolek muff of KcrrhV low
liner. Howell was knocked from the
Qtjndo's scoring
box in the seventh.
from second on an Infield out. the.
ball helrg hit ten feet In front of the
i, lute, was the feature.
E
u
Score
001 0410 12"- -4
Cleveland

.mo

Physician and fujgtOfl
and S. N. T. Armljo
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE LIRY GOODS HOUSE

It Is useless to protend that any one style Is going to prevail this
w hit, r, for so varied are the new shapes that t he most contradictory
models are equally good. The brims are all of the rolling variety, and
the soft lines thus Obtained are most becoming. Terraco'tta Is uguiu
with us; dull gobelin greens, smoke grays, toupe and wistaria; the
new lavender tone or blue.
This week we will show a handsome assortment of Fashionable
Street and Dress Hats for fall IMSr at the popular prices all can afford
to pay Excellent style and values are presented in the new creations
priced at 1MB, so. on. $7.00. $H..V. 10.00. Sp.MIO and SI.LOO.
But we Invite our customers to exumltie for themselves the assortment of autumn models, which will be exhibited this week.

lunes, WooiI and Crlger.
II B
Second game
4
5
5io oou oo
010 000 0001
New York

.

Rooms
j

THE ECONOMIST

Wear on Her Head

i

el roll

R. L. HUST

j

to

.

I

5

.

j

are allowing u very
large und choice assortment of styles, colors and
widths. Prices range 25c

the visitors winning the first gano I
to 2. by bunching hita with, three .
rors In the Inning, and the locals taking the second game. 5 to 1, by hitting
Chesbro hard in the firm Inning.
It. H- B.
First name

St. Louis

1

DH. BAKES
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
Practice limited to diseases of the eye.
p. m.
PITT BOSS
a. m..
Hours:
County Surveyor.
Boom
Harnett Bldg.

111

Betting

at Boston.
DiTMed Double-HeadBoaton. Sept. 11. Now York and
today,
Button divided a double-heade- r

Boston
Batteries

I

(Hi Kjeldson and Juliose. French.
(10i Vanillic and Doty, Áiherlcáh,
(in crane ami Rlppjgllle, Ameri-

1 1

York

W. JEN KS
Asaayer.
Attorney at Law
Mining and Metallurgical Engineer.
Office In Phsi National Bank building
so a West Fruit avinue. Postofflee lto
Albuquerque. N. M.
17S. or at office of F. H. Keat,
13 South Third street.
AND BCRtiEOKS.
PHYSICIANS

:

Honors Kven at Washington,
.Washington
Washington, Sept.
Philadelphia
the
won the first ami
here
second game of the double-heade- r
today by the respective snores of I to
and 7 to 0. Johnson was Stronger
than Plank at critical periods in the
first game, while Coombs was a great
puzile In the second. Hughes was hit
hard throughout.
tkt I'
ft
First game
2
I 0
Washington. 200 000 00
.000 000 0000 I 0
Philadelphia
Street;
and
Batteries- - Johnson
Plank and Powers.
It 11 E
Second game- - -

New

R. W. D. RBYAN

Chappcle and
and Dooln.
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LEAGUE

AMKIIICAN
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BROWNS AND GRAYS TO
MEET AGAIN SUNDAY

K.

000 200 000
.000 070 oo

1

1

Dentist
JOHN W. WILSON
Whiting Bldg.. over Vann'a
Office:
Attorney at Law
Drug Store. Albuquernue, N. M.
Collections Made. New Stste National
Bank Bldg,, Albuquerque, N. M.
ASSA YEIU.

i

I

Philadelphia 7: lloMon 2.
Philadelphia, Sept. 11. Philadelphia easily defeated Boston here today.
7 to
2.
The hume team scored all
their runs in the fifth inning, when
they landed on Flaherty's curves for
eight hits and drove him off the rubber.
Score
tost on

Milwaukee :
Columbus
Indianapolis

1

C. E. KEIJBEY

ATTORNEYS.

(Week ending September

It,

Directs Attention to An Extensive Showing of New Fall
Models in Tailored Suits Suitable for Immediate and Early
Fall Wear.

JVebv

Model Dresses Uell

the Fall Fashion
Secrets

We have ready a very Interesting collection of Women's Tailored Suits. It Is h gathering of the most artistic Ideas that have buen
developed by the best A merh mi tailors for women. Of course, all have
studied the best Dlrectolre models from foremost Parisian dressmakers.
This w ill be the predominant note In fashlom for women this tall.
This season will produce such a radical change In the cut of the
coats as has rarely developed during any single season In recent yeara.
The most noticeable characteristic Is the perfectly straight linea
of tln coat, the narrow shoulders, long fitted sleeves and straight linea
under the urns, giving Ihe figure the hlpless appearance which la now
necessary to the correct figure.
Somu of the Dlrectolre costs are made with targe revere. Robe-spie- rre

collars, smart waist coats of . hint and fatde silk, smartly dec
orated with satin buttons, or buttons of same material as the trimming.
Skirts express a marked departure from the styles recently worn,
Cut In the same lines as the sheath fitted skirt though of course, with
out slashed side, artistically draped from a girdle, which fits the figure like a corset, allowing the outside drapery Just the outline of the
hips, showing the figure to best advantage, and falling In long, grace
garful tram. This, of course, appliea to all the dressy tailor-mad- e
935.00 to ftO.gg
ments. Priced from

Special

Special

Wo have accumulated quite a quantity of odd dosen of Napkins.
Towcli; also odd paira of Sheets and Pillow Caaes, and Remnant off
table during our sale of household linen. These will be placed .hi
Center Aisle Table at Special Bow Prices to dose out.

!

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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SKINNERS

SETTLERS

GROCERY
DID YOU EVER USE

LANUS

"GACTUS" I
If

not try one pound
and you will never
use any other
kind.
30c a pound.

Male
HELP WANTED
graoe
moo
nigh
to fill
WANTED
fice, mercantile and technical

AH ARAM, 516 W. Central Ave.

Thurp hus
come in from QatOVillo, Texas. bouRht
an interest with

T. M.

FIREMAN

Dumas and thoy

are pushiiiR the real estate business.
SUNNYSIDE RECOVERED
T. M. Dumas, who is a
real wide
FROM EFFECTS OF STORM awake real estate man. has a novel

MOCKED

OFFE

of advertising.
He has eight
of land adjoining the town, and
Splendid Crops Being Garner Mr. Dumas has planted that with
corn, beans, beets, turnips and other
FRESH EVERY OTHER
ed by Farmers Around La crops. He has a line stand, although
"
With
DAY.
the crop was put In some time in Santa Fe Employe Meets
Lande and Other Eastern June,
the homeseekers come to town
jury on Cut Off;
Painful
to see tin- country they are all like tin
New Mexico Towns.
M latearles!, they want to be shown.
News- - Notes from San MarMr. Dumas does thut.
As u consecial,
Hpwtsl ( oriOIOOOOOOM Muniing .loiun.il
quence this advertisement is the bast
La Undo, N. If., Bept 10 --A little that ran be used.
A
many
good
drive, of ;i miif ni' tun around
Uw homeseekers are coming every da (HMriul (
orresi drr-- o Ilumine Jiiursall
Mr by ih.Morning Journal corres- and later then is llfcery to he' some205 S. FIRST SREET
San Marcial. N. M., Sept. 10. News
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Our Delicious
Ice Cream
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The Matthew Dairy

i
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edu-catlo-
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fresh

few-day-

Milker

Herring

BATTLER STRIKES

1

Mackerel

,.

1 1

In Kits

I

fancy

i

Sardines

.

1
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T.N. Linvillc

tuo-stor-
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y

of-

posi-

c
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WANTED Errand boys at the Economist.
TRADE;
MEN LEAKN BARBER
short time required; graduates earn
twelve to thirty dollars week Moler
Barber College, Los Angeles, Cal.
WANTED A cook. Apply at the
University.
WANTED Good carriage man and
sawmill.
good ratchet setter for
See L. E. Folds. 209 W. Gold.
HELP WANTED If you want a
good position of any kind leave
vour name al my office. 1 have calls
every day, l. e. Fold., 20 w. ooid.

HELP

WANTErFemale.

FOR
II! FOR RENT

Personal Property Loant

tf

ÍB7

3s

í!
II

tions in the southwest. Southwestern
Business Association, 201 E. Central
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M. Phone

Declare Reservation Made
Project Consists Partly of
E. M
for Dry
Ground Suitable
business houses. Josh
Farming.

BUTTER

Money to Loan

ON FTJRNITURB, PIANOS, ORGANS,
:

Horses, Wagons and other Chattel!;
also on Salaries and Warehouie Re- ceipts,
low as S10.00 and as high as
lien nn Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month to
one year given. Goods to remain In
your possession. Our ratee are reasonable. Call and see ua before sorSteamship ticket! to and
rowing.
from all parts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN COMPANY
Boom! 3 and 4, Grant Btdg.
PRrVATH OFFICES
OPEN EVENINGS

S0K West Central Avsnae
STORAGE.

.

Pianos, household goods,
Girl for general house- WAJiTED
WANTED
etc., etored and packed safely at
Fleischer,
F.
J.
work. Apply Mr!.
reaeonable rates. Phone 640. The
tf Security Warehouie ft Improvement
519 West Tijeras.
Co. Offices, Rooms 3 and 4, Grant
APPRENTICE WANTED For mil- (Block,
Third rtreet and Central Ave.
linery department at the Economist.
SALESWOMAN

WANTED At the
Economist.
Girl for general houseWANTED
work; also first class laundress by
the day. Call morning or evening.
0 North Ninth St.
NVXfÍTEDA competent girl for general housework; family of two;
required, dli mornlug or
evening. 1122 West Central.
gill
A
good kitchen
WANTED
West Silver.
A lady
WANTED
insurance office.

"

'
TRY
TO MAKE IT
CASH
ON

THESE SMALL

222

for
ADS.
Salary $30.00 to
adfor
opportunity
splendid
tart.
Apply In own handwritvancement
ing, giving age and previous experiAddress Box 3S2.
ence, If any.
FOR SALE Miscellaneous.
A
woman for kitchgood
WANTED
help
and
washing
dishes
en work,
FOR SALE All kinds of house bold
Good wages to the right
ing cook.
Futrelle Furniture Co.,
furniture.
west end of viaduct.
tf
party. Hotel Helen, Belon, N. M.
Good cook for boarding FOR SALE A brand new protecto-grap- h
WANTED
of the kind recently reprehouse close in; good pay. L. E.
sented here in the city. Taken from
Folds, 209 W. Gold.
agent
in exchange for services,
the
with the intention of selling it Will
old
be
much under price. Call at
JVANTED
the Journal office.
CvDYv1mírTO
Ten head or first class
vate family. English, music, draw- FOR SALE
Kentucky mules. Can
Missouri
and
Salary
etc.
ing, painting, elocution,
be seen for the next ten days at Hunreasonable. No objection to a ranch. ters Wagon
Yard, 200 N. Broadway.
Excellent references on request AdSpan or large mules. F.
FOR
SALE
Tullarosa,
LeMln,
Grace
Miss
dress
t' H. Kent. 112 South Third street.$Toi
N. M.
WANTED Young lady, good seam- FOR SALE Tent, new, 12x14,
large cook stove, Í5, and good lot
stress desires plain sewing by the
cheap. Call 718 East Silver.
day.
Address Seamstress. Journal.
bookkeeper, FOR SALE Nice sideboard, suitable
WA NTE Deposition as
by
for public dining room, cheap 108
with or without stenography
young man of two ycaers' experience. South Broadway.
Address B, Morning Journal.
FOR SALE Elegant solid oak bedroom suit, couch, heaters, parlor
Salesmen, Agents. table, all new. 801 North Eighth .
WANTED
FOR SALE One riding and one
Man ih eacn town for the
WANTED
driving horse. E. W. Fee, 602 S.
best HeaUn and Accident Insurance First.
company operating In this territory.
Complete outfit of taGood commission, references required. FOR SALE
counters, dishes, cookchairs,
bles,
M.
s20
P. O. Box 274, Roswell, N.
ing utensils, etc., of Navajo hotel.
exan
Wanted
AGENTS WANTED
American Lumber Co.
perienced man or woman In
and one In each county to FOR SALE A good range, and the
complete furnishings of a small
sell ostrich plumes, Mexican drawn
retail prices, house, all or part, a snap for cash,
work, waists, etc., at
still make large profits. Largest di must be sold at once. Call at 412 E.
tf
rect Importers in the IT. S. silling Grand ave.
anTtmT5er of srcco"ÑT3 hand
through agente. Write today for
SEWING MACHIMOS in good reagency. H. Goldberg & Sons
pair, for sale at Hewitt's General ReOmaha. Nebraska.
pair Shoji, 216 West Gold ave.
Ft Ml SALE Span three year-ol- d
mules broke 1021 Forrester Ave.
SANITOTUTJM, Rosedale Place, locat- FOR SALE Gentle pony, team, har-20- 2
ed on Lockhart ranch, near Indian
ness and buggy cheap.
South
school.
Under management of grad- High.
uate QDrye. Rates reasonable. Misses Moormi'ii and Hartlett. phone 1176. FOR SALE Young Jersey
South Higa si.
WANTED- - Hoarders. Good hoard and
room. Very reasonable. 113 North FOR SALE One roll top desk good
as new. 205 North Second
at
Sixth street.
Albu-ijuerq-

WANTED.

X

all-nig-

SUCCESS

NOW

Nal

lie

i' roun prboekvm
II
AM. .11
I

fndiM

hate a

fine flavor
heap, r
.

Leave us our order for
PEACHKH.
PI IIIH, I'M MS,
TOMA'POLs, URAPEfL ETC.
and we will sec Hint you get Itni

farmlnR Implemento.

man.N

i

and appearance and aro
than ever before.

kv in sr.

-

Maloy

514 West Central Ave.
Phone 72.

There

is

no qneaf Ion hut that dry farming has
come to nta
in larga ouantitiae and
I
thai tlii-- section is fuiiy equal to
) Of
tin'astern formltiR ommuiiilli-i It
has many advantages over (he east
jus tn climate and tin rapid growth
of tin rops Tin- p, opi, are learning

a?

-

-

thai they must farm somewhat differ
I
ently from taste rn methods, bnl the
are catchlag on very fast
SiiniiMc (hi g l ei Atcalu.
Bo imy aide has fully recove rod from
tineffect! of the storm and new
biiildliiKS are rapidly replacing those
m-Loveavoe has his bnsi-nedaatr oyoj
now in one of the cement build
ins- - that havi Man recently erected,
!' I. Ilronk! is Just comptotiag a tWO
rtory building. The upper story will
Its sees' for hotel purposag and the,
InWef for business
The Katu Purdue
Ca and the II. Ilurrls Co. art- - dohtg
Fine nvsinem innMr II Harris
hnn sent his family to Albii'iU'-niufor the winter so they may hgve the
advantHiri's of the good schoglg of
.

at

.1

that

My.

still romes in gBttf
limes and tin- farming
lands are
taken up aajRg fust
around this section. The Irrigated
DISCHARGES
lands south of the city towards old
Fort Kumner are sllinK Qalt! rapidly
RBUKVKD IN
alfalfa and other crops are
inK put
24 HOURS In. and It will not b. Ions until
wit be like Kansns and Illinois
(to
'j m m m am i mlBsrhbiari
Mrs I. M Jarunilllo's house, that was
so badly injured by the storm. Is now
the "
rebuilt and being run as a looming
house.
The bank building i siso In
All. PSWOISTS
good shape again
Vaughn .r"winj( KoimiII).
This town shows a marked growth
NKW FALL MILLIKERY.
of new since a few months ago. A telephone
The firm showing thU
exchange has been established and a
Foil Ha tu for street wur. Ths
opened
number of new firmi hav
The

URINARY

kOWteSOoNsy

of Mat hard

-

!

wk

I

nomas Hughes of South Wul-te- i
Street Exhibiting Specimens of Fruit Gfown Right
at Home,

wanted

:

dress Journal

omist.

I

I

A. J.

t,

,

IS THE TIME

to rut

HERE

,.

WINDOW HTiADES
That figs cap
Successfully grown
by in stock and made to order, lowest
has been
demonstrated
Thomas Huchas, Jr.. of South Waller prices. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Furniture Co.
street. Mr. Hughes has a well developed fig tree planted by his father,
LEGAL NOTICES.
th" late ThOmaS Hughes, editor of
tin- CHhwn, which is now bearing good
Mm i figs, of gonil flavor, anil barring
NOTICE.
the lin t tli.it tin s an rather under-fined- ,
fully un good us the California
Road Tui Now Due.
article The tree has grown and
The law requires every able bodied
hoi ne fruit
without any especially man, between the ages or twenty-on- e
careful attention
That figs will gro and sixty years', to annually pay a
nere mil tie a surprise to manv as 'road tax of three dollars or. In lieu
then Is a eurretit superstition tnat0f such sura, to labr on the public
th" climate Is lOO An and the altitude J rend three days. Sec. I, Cahpter 53,
to i cat. If they can be jrown in Acts of the 37th Legislative Assembly,
quantity hs successfully as Mr. Hughes
The supervisor of Road District No.,
b m grown inn tree, fig raising should 1, comprising
Precincts Nos. IS and
beeoau popular In the Rio Grande 26, which precincts Include the City
Valley,
of Albuquerque, accepts the office
w Ithout compensation
and is devoting
To Bo Happy
ume and ner7 to th discharge of
you must have good health.
You, the duties of the office to the end
can't have good health If your liver that proper use be made of the road
is not doing Its duty
slow but sure fund and that we have good roads,
poisoning Is going on all the time un- - The character of roads to be built
der such elr umxtancex. Ballard's and the line of work are determined
lleiblue makes a perfeetly healthy l,y the Good Roads Association.
liver keeps the stomach and bowels
Mr. 8. M. Porterfleld is authorised
right and acts as a tonic for the en- to receive payment of the road tax
tire system. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly and for the convenience of the public
and Co.
will make calta when he can do eo or
payment can bo made at Porterfleld
and Co., i 16 West Gold avenue. The
NEW FALL MILLINKKY.
The first showing' this week of new law will be strictly enforced.
W. H. GILLENWATER,
Fall Hats for street' wear. Th
Supervisor.

lore

Fu-trel-

i

te

itenographer

New Mexico land in tracts WANTED Pipec to repair. Joe RichWANTED
ards' Cigar S.ore.
tf
of inn io Mi.ono acres. State county
"
Plough team double
and erice per aere. Address N. H WANTED-bare Morning Journal, Albuquerque, J harness wagon. Apply at ' SIR S.
H. H.
Walter street, between ft and R p. m.
WANTED $500.00 for one year at WANTED 200 young chickens', two
x
per cent; security good seoopd
to four months old, also hens, one
mortgage real estate Insurance polit y year old. Advise kind, age and price.
covering loan. Address X. Y. Morn- Will Shlllingham, East Las Vegas,
ing Journal.
New Mexico,
WANTED rGarden produce to ped- WANTED
Phaeton and gentío horse
dle on commission by man with
into
will pay for keep at good livery
I,. R. care Jourand is now under the doctor's care horse and wagon.
for use during September and October
here with chances of surviving, al- nal.
Address J. L. C, care Journal.
By a first ciae WÁ
though hi-- arm Is frightfully wollen. STUDIO
ünñy saeksT
Highest
NTE
Would
prefer it
piano teacher
paid.
price
Albuquerque Milling
within easy access To business sec- Co., S. Second si.
m w FAMi MILLINERY.
of new tion. Would like to give miislc lesThe first showing this
- A
delivery horse, weigh"-In- g
Kail Hats for street wear. The Econ- sons for use of room ami piano. Ad- WANTED
DiOO

FIG RAISING IS

RENT-Ro- oms.

a nice room with mod
ern conveniences. Inquire 608 W.
tf
Silver, or phone 1136.
rooms at
FOR RENT Furnished
tf
115 West Huning avenue.
TWO FINE ROOMS for rem; modern. 608 W, Silver, Phone 1136.
FOR RENT Two nice large rooms
231 South
for light housekeeping.
tf
Edith street Phone 1639.
FOR RENT Modern furnished roome
s20
at 724 South Second street.
FOR RENT The most sanitary and
rooms at the Rio Grandi
s2'
519 West Central.
FOR RENT Three room! for light
housekeeping. 404 North Second.
FOR RENT Front room furnished
outside entrance, bath and electrlo
lights. Call 410 S. 7th st or phone
1440. No health seekers.
tf
FOR RENT Furnished rooms modern for men of employment. S20 S.
Edith St.
FOR RENT Three Turnished rooms
at 412 South Broadway. Call 417
South Arno.
tf
FOR RENT Nice furnished
front
room. No sick. 723 W. Copper.
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
housekeeping; G24 W. Central. Call
at rear.
FOR RENT Two handsome rooms
with use of bath. Gall al 126 N.
Arno St. between 3 and 6 o'clock.
Kin; RENT Two unfurnished rooms
very desirable for light housekeeping, modern. SOS South Fifth.
tf
rooms f or
FOR RENT Furnished
light housekeeping; no health seekers. 722 W. Tijeras Ave.

j

Maloy's

'

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

offered before on such inetvliandise. Every-iMa- g
I sicnt thirty days lit New York mar-k- i
t selecting styles ami novelties and can assure you that anything you
may get will be of the lulcst and most approved Kyle. Prices within Unreal h of everyone, ltctng located away from the main business center. I
am eoniK'lled to make prices draw trade.
Bmdal offer for this week. IiadkV French heel Oxfords, the kind that
eoata M.OO.
$5.IO for $1.4. leadles' Short Vamp high Shoot the kind
that make- - viur foot look small, at 2.7f. llie new mik luioncr toat
It is water and dust
iimiI for ai.totiioblllng. street wear and traveling.
proof. Entirely new. worth $25.00, for $14.50. The celebrated iavld Mark's
V sons
lo lling, the New lull Styles, Men's Suits worth $28.00 at $10.75.
A line assortment of Boy's Suits, worth $3.00, $1.00 and $5.00, they will
for all go at $1.98.
Such prle-- s were Q4HH
new. MMOMMe,

o

o

PEOPLE WAKE UP

WANT

SEPTEMBER 12, 1908.

MORNING JOURNAL, SATURDAY,

d"g

--

pounds or more.

C.

&

Hawkins.

SODA FOUNTAINS

Trotter
tf

Anti-trus-

Real

THE MINNEAPOLIS

Box No.

218.

FOR SALE A five room brick in
good location, J2.T50; a two story
cement building, eight rooms, good
location; a live room brick, good locution, J2.000. Wise & Son Real Estate and Rental Agents.
olTTODAf
WOULDYOU
GIVE
FOR 1,000 A YEAR FROM NOW?
It we permitted you to pay a little
down and a little monthly, would you
do it, in one of the best guaranteed
real estate 8 per cent dividend investments? Only a few hundred dollars
needed to give you a comfortable income. Best of bank reference. WRITE
TODAY:
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
REALTY ASSOCIATES, Wells Fargo
Bldg., Portland, Oregon.
FOR SALE Modern five room cement stone housa with cement
walks, large porches front and back,
big cellar, electric wires, gas', etc.
$1,000 swings it. 523 S. High st.

fPRRMrdPwellings
FOR RENT 2, 3, 4 and
houses, furnished
or unfurnished.
W. V. Futrelle. 500 S. Seecond.
tf
FOR RENT Fivo and seven room
modern cottages,, close In. Paui
Teutsch, 3 and 4, Grand Building, tf
FOR RENT 4 room furnished
Leckhart ranch. Telephone
712. or call
or address' Leckhart
ranch;
'' fit RENT
TirTckTolnut
A
317 South Arno.
furnished.
Inquire within.
(tf)
FOR RENT 3 room furnished apart-menthoroughly modern, strictly
r,
first class. $15 and $20. Lloyd
cot-tag- e,

I

--

ts

Hun-sake-

205 W. Gold.

FOR RENT

modern

housi-.- ,

r,
$25.00:
$::. Lloyd
205 W. Gold.
FOR R ENT ModerirnvoTroom brick
house,
nicely furnished.
Inquire
225 North High.
SALES -- A nice three room House in
the Highlands for $800,00,
this
house in good location and is a bargain If taken at once,
A live room cement block house with
hath In good location, $2,500.
Wise & Hon Real Estate and Rental
Agents.
201 East Central Ave.
Hun-sakr-

MISCELLANEOUS

to offer
soda stove KEl'AllüNÓ By a practical
foundrynian. Drop a postal and I
fountains for Immediate shipment.
Write or will call. James Stewart, 1015 South
Easy monthly payments.
proposition Edith.
phone for our attractive
company,
Texas. OET Yot'R REPAIRING of Sewing
Dallas,
The Grosman
Machines, Bicycles. Locks, etc., done
at Hewitt's General Repair Shop, 216
POOL & BILLIARD TABLES West Gold ave. Needles and parts
t
pool and bil- furnished for all machines.
FOR SALE
liard tables, supplies and bar fixtures. Sold on easy payments. CataPERSONAL
logues free. Charles Passow St Sons,
reHas recently
s20 DR. NACAMUL1
P. O. Box 1084, Dullas, Texas.
turned from Europe, and may be
found at his office- in the N. T.
Atmljo Building,
L. E. FOLDS
WE HAVE several bargains
in both new und second-han- d

Estate, Renting, Insur
ance and Loans.
209 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 600

Real Estate.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE Two cottages, corner of
Third and Mountain Road. Í2.000.
FOR SALE 28 acres of good land,
near main ditch, 4 miles north of city;
must be sold quickly. A. Fleischer,
212 Vt South Second street.
FOR SALE Fine lot on the northwest corner Arno and Silver; also
other lots in Highlands, Mrs. B. S.
Rodey, 802 Kent Ave.
FOR SALE A prosperous
business
well located in the city of Albuquerque; four or five thousand dollars will be necessary for the pur- chase, Reasons for selling will be
m ule satisfactory.
Address,
S.
L.
Morning Journal.
FORSALE 720 acres of land
Pecos River forest reserve;
suitabltor catflc ranch; trout stream;
part under cultivation; cheap if taken
before October 1st. Address P. O.

FOUND
Stray.

One
black horse
branded AV. Taken up at Coyote
spring. Owner can receive same by
producing sufficient evidence
and
paying damages. Address R. L. Moody,
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOUND

522 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
FOR RENT St&reieoms
Will be reopened for business on tile
t.
Stew-nror
September by Mr. L. C.
FOR RENT Store room, 16x100, at
first
The pilleo lias DOMi newly repair118 North First St. half block off
ed and newly furnished, a few rooms Central Ave. As good a location in
n
ns
light
housekeeping.
Give
for
city for any kind of business. Intell. Rates reasonable.
quire of Consolidated Liquor Co.
JPOtt RKNT Carpenter snop, SIT W.
READ THE WANT ADS.
Central ave. Thoe. F. Keleher.

Bargains in Real Estate
5 room modern, frame cottage, stationary washtuhs, sleeping porch; North Walter street.
$2350 6 room, modern
brick,
large rooms, Fourth ward.
$1100 & room triune, on street
car line; easy terms.
$1600 I room frame cottage,
nlcolf finished, and two room
dobe, cement finish; II ft lot,
S. Broadway.
$$000 6 room brick cottage, modern, extra nice; close In.
$2300
frame with bath;
outbuildings; lot 71 by
food lawn,
IS; shade trees; 4th
ward.
$2500 New 4 room frame cottage, modern, beautifully finished, concrete foundation, cellar, good outbuildings; Highlands
$2100 New 4 room brick cottage,
modern; fourth ward, on oar

$2860

line.
$2000

6 room frame cottage, bath
windmill, near shops and car

line.

A. FLEISCHER
ats, nncnANoa,
svnis, wsna
SIS H

Second.

Phone

74.
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slblc effect In the change of the mardo pfd
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ket position of so powerful combina- Tennessee Copper
j
14
tion. Closing stocks:
Texas and Pacific
Toledo. St. Louis and West. ..
76
Amalgamated Copper
55 43157
do pfd
American Car and Foundry ... S8t
165
Cnlon Pacific
102
do pfd
89
do pfd
34
American Cotton Oil
33
States
Rubber
KL'nlted
.
.
30
pfd
and
Amer. Hide
Leather
100
do
pfd
27
hi
American Ice Securities
46
10H United States Steel
American Linseed
109
do nfd
46
American Locomotive
44
103 It L'tah Copper
do pfd
Virginia Carolina Chemical ... 28
Amer. Smelting and Refining . 93
108
do pfd
102
do pfd
Wall Street.
12
Wabash
New York, Sept. 11. Tin action ot American Sugar Kenning ....131
26
do pfd
Th-.,.,..'1
ftñU
,f.l
tmlio
the stock market today was a striking; Amrl;in Wnnlpn
74
Electric
23 M. Westlnghouse
60
Western Cnlon
testimony to the important part played Anaconda Mining Co
46
'
80
A'heeling and Lake Erie
by cheap and abundant money sup- Atchison
S9'
27
Wisconsin
Central
95
do
pfd
plies in the movement which has car725.600
day,
the
for
sales
Total
90
Coast Line
4
ried prices to their current high lev- Atlantic
9Vs shares.
Baltimore and Ohio
Bonds were Irregular. Total sales,
els. The stiffening of the money marS21)89
do pfd
par value, $3.988,000.
52
ket was very moderate in degree and Brooklyn Rapid Transit
United States bonds were unchanged
172
the available supply remains far from Canadian Pacific
on call.
27
Leather
Central
the point of exnaustlon. The inroads
Vi
do pfd
making on that supply establish its Central of New Jersey .. 200& 208
SD BONDS
BOSTON STOCKC
Closing Price.
declining tendency., however, and pec- Chesapeake and Ohi
6
.
Mone- yulator today continued to pay more Chicago Great Western
3
Ufa'
Chicago and North Western ..161
Call Loans
many
loans
on
call than for
for
141 Mi Time .i i,i us
3 H í
4V4
Chicago. Mil., and St. Paul
months preceding. The apprehension ('.
64
('. and St. Louis
Bonds
34
91
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that the forces ik the depletion may Colorado Fuel and Iron
37
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Southern
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and
Colorado
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cause still higher rates proved a form4
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ment to and from the interior
170
.125
Delaware and Hudson
Boston ami Maine
that tlie turning of the tide Denver and Uio Grande
27
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Boston Klevated
away from New York, the excess of
66
.123
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Fitchburg pfd
shipments from the city having reach- Distillers' securities
29
.154
Mexican Central
ed the neighborhood
29
of $2, 000, 000. Brie
143 hi
N, Y., N. H. and H
Losses on
operations,
163
do 1st nfd
Union Pacific
31
which amount to $2.327,000, are exdo 2nd nfd
Miscellaneous
143
1
tended by payments to the govern- General Electric
Amer. Arge. Chemical
136
93
ment of drafts on New York corres- Great Northern pfd
do pfd
65
5V4
pondents to pay Internal revenue taxes real Northern Ore Ctfs
Amer. Pneu. Tube
143
only Illinois Central
13 Hi
which make their appearance
American Sugar
11
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when a demand for cash at interior Interborough-Me- t
do pfd
32
points is felt. ThCTe has been a mark23':
do pfd
American Woolen
92
ed decline also in the daily average ot International i'apei
10
do pfd
16
national bank notes presented to the
Dominion Iron and Steel
do pfd
230
for redemption,
Kdl&on Electric Ilium
which International Pump . .
142 Ms
are features of a season when interior Iowa Central
... 17
íeneral Electric
9
banks are shipping this form of cur- Kansas City Southern
... 2N' Massachusetts Electric
46
rency to New York. Bunk notes out
62
. ..
do pfd
do pfd
56
pt Hie United States treasury fund still Louisville and Nashville
103
Massachusetts Gas
H
28
stand at upwords of $52,000,000 In Minneapolis and St. Louis
United Fruit
55
spite of efforts of extra clerical forces Minn.. St. P. and Sault St. M. ..122
United Shoe Mach
2S
56
to keep up with the sorling of these Missouri Pacific
do pfd
4'A
U. S. Steel
bills for return to the Issuing banks. Missouri, Kansas and Texas . 31
.
64
1"'.
do pfd
This compared with a maximum of
do pfd
Mining;
. SI
over 67.000,000 of these notes In thejational Lead
s '4
.106
Adventure
general fund in July, but it also com- - New York Central
3V4
Allouez
pared with only $M. 000. 000 in the New York. Ontario and West. . 42
"6
Amalgamated
74
perfod before the reflux from the cir- - Norfolk and Western
61
Atlantic
dilation began after the panic. The North American
r,fl
Bingham
142
fact that only about $17.000.000 ni Northern Pacific
645
26
Calumet and Hecla
the $80.000.000 bond secured circula- - Pacific Mail
Mil
124
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tlon put out following the panic has Pennsylvania
"6V4
96
Copper Range
been retired by the issuing banks ex- People's Gas
9
78
Daly West
plains this automatic pressage to gel Pittsburg. C. C and St. LouU
12
33
Franklin
out of circulation. The rise In call Pressed Steel Car
'00
162
Granny
money yesterday was traceable to call- Pullman Palace Car
22 'i
36
Isle Royale
ing of loans by one of the hanks en- Railway Steel Spring
5
Mining
M
30
Mass.
Reading
gaged In accumulating exchange for
Michigan
21 H
the redemption of New York City rev- Republic Steel
M
Mohawk
79
enue bonds in London on November
do pfd
"0
Montana Coal and Coke
17
1.
Variou.s reports were current ni Rock Island Co
4 Y
Dominion
Old
34
outof
enormous
volume
the
loans
do pfd
100
Osceola
1..
pfd
by
standing on call
the bank most St. Louis and San Fran. 2nd
Parrot
17
closely affiliated with the group of St. Louis Southwestern
93
Quincy
44
do pfd
capitalists credited with the conduct
15
Shannon
of the upward movement of prices Sloes Sheffield Steel ami lion .. 6'
71
Tamarack . .
106
during the summer. The control of Southern Pacific
8
Trinity
H9
do pfd
the situation thus centered in a few
10
Copper
United
21
hands caused uneasiness over the pos- - Southern Railway
41 V
United States Mining
24 H
United States Oil
54
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FINANCE

5

12, 1908.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

EXCELLENT ROOM AND
BOARD.
$4.00 Per Week and Up.

THE ROMERO AD SIGN, Co

26;

COHERE É

MRS. M. E. N0RRIS,

110 East Coal Avenue.

New Way of Getting New Business

NEW SYSTEM
IN ADVERTISING

A

A

ED. F0URNELLE

Carpenter and Builder

ART BULLETIN ADVERTISERS

Jobbing Promptly Attended To
Shop Cor. Fourth and Copper.

.

Elks' Theater!

L. B.

tit

4at

"TEXAS"

Millinery Opening
Saturday,
September 12, 1908

AMERICAN FRONTIER

LIFE.
Picturesquely

LIQUORS & CIGARS

WINES,

FOUr ACT DRAMA OF

duced by the
York company

aeMMon to M4lal a Balda
O toad
ad Bar bach I
mOLC8LB DK4LBB8 C

l'clgl.

il

Staged and prooriginal New

LIQUOR CO.

CONSOLIDATED

announces her formal

.

A

Livery, Feed and Sale Stable. First-claa- a
Turnout at reasonable rate.
Telephone S.
N. Second St.

208 South Second

.

indi-entc-

W. L.Trimble & Co.

Miss Lutz

NEW YORK SUCCESS

Ma ul. Mi i

PUTNEY

WlHlmlt Oro. flaw, rae
tor MltdMil Wan
41 b yi Kiigi
ai

FIRST TIME HERE of
LAST SEASON'S BIG

V

1

Residence SU.

Shop. 1065;

Phones

Wa handla avarythlnc la oar Una. Write
(or maltratad Catalofoa and Prtaa Uafc
laauad to daalara only.

lit

Tal.phnna

riRIT

CORNER

AND COPPBI AT

ST.

DRS. COPP & PETTIT
DENTISTS.
Room 12 N. T. Armijo Bldg.

Phone 547.

Afternoon and Evening
B. H. BRIGGS & CO

PRICES

.

.

I

Winona

Saturday,Sept.l9
Performances 2 and 8

6

p. m.

rrapraKoi at
Pharmacy. Cor. Oali aM
HichJaad Pharmar. Cir. Boat Oaafcral
Braadwar.

Scats in sale nt Matson's
Sept. 10 ut 8 o'clock.

AlavaraAa

3$M8eeeeeseeee

3.0; stockers and feeders

$2.

SO

THIRD STKKKT.

5. 10;

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY MEAT MARKET

bulls tt.4eSS,Mj calves $3.1091.60;
western steers

$3.5(ri 5.20:

western

The Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque

Bill

Fxtenda to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation and Solicita ew Ac-- I
counts. Capital, $150,000.00. Oftlcers nnd Directors: Solomon Lnnn, Prca.
ídent; W. S. Stricklrr. Vico President and Cashier; W. J. Johnson, Assistant Cashier; Willlnni Mcintosh, George Arnot, J. C. Baldridge, A. M. Black-wel9
O. E. Cromwell.

l,

111

Season Opeqs a Theater With
Presentation of Drama of
Western Life Said to Be Full
of Snap and Life,

145
83 ln
25 'i
16
118V4
- hi

Wolverine
North Butte
Butte Coalition
Nevada
Calumet and Arizona
Arizona Commercial
Greene Cananea

The season at the Klks' theater will
be opened tonight with "Texas," a
western play which comes well heralded. 'Tena" is a drama of western life
H
knowlby J. Mauldin Kelgl, whose
edge of that locality was acquired by
Chlcauo Board of Trad.
long residence
Chicago. Sept. 11. Profit taking on reason of the author's
iHige scale caused' a weak close In there. The play Ik In four acts and
the Wheat market today following ;i telle of a simple nuturnl love story In a
moderate bulge at the start, fin?.! quoto
tation showing net losses of
9Hk, The corn market also
to
new
losed weak nfter cstalillshlng
'Ugh marks for the season. OHt

Ii I V

--

II Arabian Tumblers
22 Famoue Equestrians
IN Dnrlng Acrlatlatn
Marry Mirthful Clown
23
10 Reckless Rough RMerm
9 Sensational Equilibrists
7 Russian Cossaoka
20 Astonishing Acrobat

but provisions were strong. The
wheat market opened firm with prices
higher and
ltd
shade lower to
i
during the first hour fresh gains of
nearly I cent were made In all deliveries as a result of active buying by
the leaden.
All deliveries of corn sold at aM
'ilgh record marks for the season, September ut one time selling at HIV.
a due to active general
The advance
demand based on the continued
draouth in the corn belt Extreme
lulliii ss prevailed ID the oats market.
At the sample tables cash outs were
firm to half cent higher. The market
dosed easy at net declined of 4 fi a .
Trade in provisions was active and
he market was strong all day At the
dose price ware up lo to II ty cents
ompared with the prewouH close.

Completo Jmpmnomo Olroum

A

Roman Chariot Races

Thundering

Trained Imported Arabian Stallioai

Only Lady Japanese Artista

in

America

100 Shetland Pony Ballet

Cake Walking Horses
Marvelous Picarás

1

JaAdStirk(10)Family
The...

O
Lel

.

Fleur

Troupe

term in Uetm
el a i.ti i.
Oriel ItVSlWtSf PtSeaial

Peaea

em

Pretty Edna Maretta
The

Only
em

leer

lew

in

Hmtt
Ba.fc e'

He

i

WerW
fcwtlil

he iHrata, MiMl
w...--Hette

K

t

WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY!
WEST CENTRAL AVENUE.

Grand Street Parade;::

Grand Spectacular Street

farade at 10:30 a.

m

50 CAGES OF
RARE AND COSTLY WILD ANIMALS.. 42 DOUBLE
LENGTH RAILROAD CARS. 20 SCREAMINGLY FUNNY CLOWNS, 20.

500 PEOPLE. 400 HORSES

AND

PONIES.

lOO New and Novel Features
--

lOO

...tu- -

tnnx

Sept.

EaatabliDued 1881.
R. P. Hall, Proprietor.
Iron and Brass Casting, Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, G rata.
Bars, Babbitt
Columns and Iron Fronts for Bulldlnc.
Bepalra on Mining and Milling Vrhlnery our Specialty.
Foundry Eaat Side ol Itallroad Track.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Wool.
Wool

11.

m

i

1

1

I

VENICE OF AMERICA
Finest Beach Resort in the World.
Bathing, Boating, Fishing, Dancing dally, free concerts, etc.
Villas and Bungalows clean, cool
and complete, $17.60 to $35.00 per
Apply Villa Office, Venice.
month.
California.

THE

WM.

UUI.SII

COMPANY

ami

KI.HII

1M

GROSS,

SALT

KELLY & COMPANY

Wholesale Merchants
Wool, Hide

and Palta

a Specialty.

AMlCQCKltQÜK

hAM VBOAa

Ft

SANTA
PIPE-CLEANIN-

FARR

Wholesale and Retail

a Specialty
bun
For Cattle and Hoga the Biggest
tat Price Is Paid.

M'-tu-

TIME TABLE.

v

a

WINNER.

tile people miy of our
lis unsurpassed (or lis nutritious qualiti,
lis exquisite tlavor, Its purity and
whiteness, while Its .superior uniform quality makes It a food that

tltata what

HICK AD.

MtlCAM

.

MM FALL Mill IM
City Uva nock.
Th
first showing this week of new
Hept
Kansas City.
wear. The Econelpts. 3.000; steady. Southern steers Fall Hata for
il004.Z5; southern cows 12.000 omist.
kaii-i-

AND MACHINE WORKS

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY

and repairing Is ono of our specialties
Making elbows and Joints is another
Wo
are expert Plumbers in all
branches and aro noted for doing
good work thoroughly, In a reasonable
for a reasonable price. We use
ni'
only the best materials and employ
only tho most reliable
help. We
abould bo pleased If you will favor us
with you. next plumbing Job. Tou
won't regret It.

UamhllnK
steady: your life agalnit 25 cents Is lust ex
medium grades combing and clothing actly what you are doing If you neg
line lift)
lH20: fine 16116'; heavy
lect a cough or cold on the chest In
It. Tub washed. 20 27.
atead of treating It with Ballard's
Horehound Syrup. A 26 cent bottle
New York Cotton.
of thlc splendid remedy will cure an
Fu- 11. Cotton
New Vork, Sept.
ordinary rough, heal the lungh and
5
of
a
decline
steady
at
'ures opened
as a tonic for your entire system
act
net
points and closed steady at a
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly aid Co.
leellne of 19i 10 points.
I

TELEPHONE TSt

A

the author.
HI.

St.

It () A It I) I N Q
Telephone 37.
Albuquerque, Xew Mexico

A X

v

The local market Texas
is. 6d In London.
lleal in Texas" at Klks' Tinwas easy at 14.52 V4 if 4.53.
Lon-lonier Tonight.
Selter declined to 719. 6s In
The local market was quiet Ht manner that captivates the audience,
14.714 4.80.
Bar silver B1H: Mexican dollars 43 It Is a play of drumatlc situations,
flavored with the Bplce of comedy and
Uiieugo Uve stock.
romance, it ha Its Intense moments,
Sept. 11. Cattle receipts, as well as its flashes of wit. but the
i.
00: steady. Beeves 3.7i 7.70; Tex-in- s
o natural that those who
$3.G05.00; westerna 3.408.IO; events are
dockers Hnd feeders l.60 ii 4.30: eow appreciate realism will find In it an
tnd heifers $1.80 5. HO: calves 16.25 ideal that they will witness with pleasI.N.
ure. This Is the fifth year of "Texas"
weak. In the east, and the first season In
10.000:
Sheep Receipts
Westerns $2.25 4.23: yearlings $4.20 the west. The western production la
14.75: lambs 13.5003 80: western under the personal stage direction of

L T

LEATHER AND FINDINGS
SADDLES, PAINTS, ETC

HAKNFSS,

if.

.In n

1

90S.)

Arrive. Depart
Fran tha Kast
No. 1, ioulhern Cal. Kxpraee..
Ñu. I, Callfi rnla Limitad
p
1J:I p I
No. 7. North, f'nl Fast
13:4 a
atas, ntf Btsp..U:4f p 11:1
Nu. I, m P.
From Iba Weal-- No.
i, Chicago Faat Mall
14 a 1:11 a
1:8 p 4:1 t
N. 4,1, ChloM" Mmltwl B-.
No.
Chi. A Kan. iltr
t:tt p lit p
Tarua Valley Traía
No. 11, Amarillo, Roawall aafl
Carlabad
t:Mi

7:lp l:ta
Mll..l:tlp

The Metals.

II.MÁI.II,

Thos. F. Keleher

J. PATTERSOÜT
STABLES

U Y

MK.

408 West Central Ave.

PRESCRIPTIONS?
f It

BiilidliiK Aasoclatlon.
Phone
117
West cnirnl A Tenue.

(I'iflecihc

Suporb Carland Entree
New York. Sept. 11. Copper was
London at 161. 12s 6d
Scores of Trained Wild Beasts unchanged In The
local market was
for futures.
Herds of Performing Clephmnto lull and also unchanged with lake at
electrolytic at 113.3714
Camels, Llamas and Bos Indicue tli.50i13.75:
ÍD13.62H. and casting at 111.11144
IS.37',j. Lead was unchanged at 13.
Educated Seals and Sea Liens

Highest Jumping Horses

15

West Silver Avenue.

:lll-SI- 3

wen-wea-

100 Circus Champions and Celebrities -- 100

ARTHUR E. WALKER
Fire Insurance. Secretary MttaJ

With Ample Meaae and Unsurpassed Fuel lit te.

I

ELKS

EHTL KI.E1XWOKT.
North Third Btreet

Masonic Bulldlntr,

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

;

"TEXIS"

All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meat
Steam SausaKC Factory.

ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO
Capita and Surplus, $100,000.00

cows $2.40fi 3.7.V
Hogs Receipts S.000; strung to 5c
higher. Bulk óf sales 18. 80 7.05;
packers and butch-ligb- t
heavy $7.00 Ot 7.1
S6.4O0i7.OO;
ere 18.7815 ". i o
pigs $4.0O(fi'6.25.
.ooo; week. Mut
Sheep Receipt
tons $3.80r)4.20: lambs M.OQOB.fO
led ewes
range wethers (3.4000
I8.26Q 4.00.

1

Circus Day at Albuquerque

DRUGGISTS

75c, $1.00, $1.50

Is

always

thoroughly

reliable.

Pioneer Bakery

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company

2.17

SOITH FIRST STBKKT.

No

II, Prim I'arlahad, ItoawaM
14:41 p
and Amarillo

Proa

Mia South
No. 10. Chi., Dan.
No.
eonnsct at

it

a K.

.I IS a T:Ms
with branch trala

C. tox.

lamr

tor Banta Fa and stops at all local points la
T. U. PURDT. Asent.
New Mexico.
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DEATH

y.M.r orlt.
IM
h." it., in
UHirtD MEDICAL CO., Bol ft,

TO LIFE WITH HUSBAND
0
Sept.
Wash..
Seattle.
II. Mrs.
John Ilals, wife of one of the lead.
ii K
real estate dealers of this city,
committed suicide lust night by takyears
ing Barbolla acid. She was
old; he was 4H. and they had been
married only since March 15 last.
They returned from their weddiiiK
tour In Kurope three weeks ko .mil
were staying at one of the leading
hotels. According to guests at the
hotel, the (ouple had had several
quarrels, which It Is believed caused
Mrs. Davis to end her life.
MEM ANO WOMEN.

My
MeSw

Dh

I

tM Jt

U

FrxM
sp.aiN UHWQBMicaci,
eiMiastTitjajajfl

lam

tar aaaatnrel
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t bnV 4lKaaffM4aaaJasiaitoBr,
Irrttailoai or alor iiloai
rutan.
ef m laoas SMaltraate.
OatMba.
SBC

a
a
a
a
a
e
a

Resolved that all orders for
supplies of any and all kinds
and far all purpose bo made out
on the regular requisition blank
of the Irrigation Congress pro- vlded for that purpose, and said
requisition must be signed by
chairman of the auditing com-- e
mlttee, or In his absence by thacting chairman: that all Mil
Incurred must be properly vouch
ered before payment and audited
at any meeting of the auditing
committee, by the chairman of
said committee, or In hi absence
by the acting chairman.
W. 8 HOPEWELL.
ha I man.
R. E.

Secretary.
SPITZ.
Chairman Audit. Com.
C. A. MACPHERSON,
OEOROE ARNOT.

(il

ar stat la lla wrai per,
a'4, (at
ht
Sl.aa. r i aottlasi.ri.
Cicala SMI a
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J. H. O'Rlelly.
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WANT ADS.

Kit V

The first showing this week of new
Pall Hats for street wear. The Econ-
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ceeds to pick thorn out, us follow:
An acre foot of water, which la a
term ued to U sígnate the amount of
water used In the irrigation of land, is
water enough to cover an acre one
foot deep,
for general farming purpose the minimum ordinarily required in a season Is two aere-fei-- t.
which
is equivalent to twenty-fou- r
inches of
rainfall over the entire surface.
Mr. Maxwell
.a
that there are l.itth Wlllard nit tin political key- can." "What this puper Is doltift Tor
hole)
ahout 10.000.000 aerea of land In the
Batta Fe," pipes the Almanac in
Ain't It a hainr
large headlines. True modesty has1
state of Montana now arid which could
A measly shame.
ever been one of the most charming
he redeemed by Irrigation and that if
To keep me stand iiiu
traits of this charming publication.
stored In one place at one time the
Outside the game?
milium I. ..ecus, at 1 .UUU.H00. to- - body of water required to Irrigate this;
open that door
THE EVENING Instrument
father exceeded that sum. and neither expanse would .over 11,189 square
stales
And let me In,
kindly but firmly that it does not Inwas subject to a federal tax.
miles two feel deep. He adds that
I stand here wailing
tend to precipitate trouble. This shows
The Hriti-- h ineoine Ihx. aeeordliiK toj the floods of the Missouri river are
To get the
a most commendable restraint on the
r eonserved.
Ihe same government report, produced sufficient,
Tin.
to irrigate
part of the Instrument.
ll.'.H.OOi'.OOii
At the sume time only 50.000.000 acres of land, whleh Is four
deMP. HARRIMAN appears to be
twenty persons had incomes assessed times as much as the eultlvuble area!
"NOR IS THIS paper very partícuveloping Into u pretty fair Jollllier.
él more than Itlg.ggg, 241 personal of the empire Of Japan.
Here it may
la vvhoFe washing It may do."
if
The
between ltd 94)9 and tü.'.O.UilO. and I be not that the population of Japan,
IT IS REALLY unkind, the way the Evening instrtJWnt.
.'.17 person., between Iff, 909 and $50.-- ; Is between 4 K,0"O.OOU
No.
and SO, 099,090 courts are throwing it Into finio
The Evening
Washerwoman
00". For the year 1906-has never shown any great degree of
the gross in- people.
Samuel nowadays.
atjre
come was nearly t4.7J0.OOO.00O and
Hfastidiousness In this, matter.
practically defies an) one
aa
the Income en which the tax was col- point to a foot of land anywhere
to the potato, '
leui'v Trr
will
pas
good
it
to
lected 11,190,999,999,
ouid
have
with his varied exIreland
SATISFIED
not
the difference the United Stales and ay, "This
periences in the banking and newspaup to Kstancia.
between the two sums showing in
land."
per buslnc fs. our enterprising friend.
way tin- extent to which small incomes
Then he asks what he asserts to be
r rabies Little Wlllard. now
lis AN epidemic
THERE
iheatens to' start
are favored.
tuken as an argument on the subject In Texas, according to the El Paso a laundry, la then- no
brunch of Ine
Th
two taxes un wealth Which!0 tne
Can it be that Wlllard has dustry safe from this grasping moHerald
s
bill, which passed both houses of eon - been In Texas'.'
iiroiluee
of the P.ritlsli rn
nopolist ?
rniiient receipts from taJcution an- Kress at the recent session and Is now
THERE WERE sixty six uloldes
virtually unknow n In this cOUBtrj save In conference, providing lor the abaii-WheIT is A PLEASURE to see the
public in St. Petersburg lust we k. Evidently' bright faces eif the boys and girls goan occasional atBte Imposes a donmcni of the
ti tivitles are ing
to and from school, and almost
Evidently there are no such the Buck Hundred's
small Inheritance tax
SO taxes are I landa
makes us wish we were u pupil again
more easily adjusted from year to year lands If Mr. Maxwell is correct. Is he needless.
aa
ourself. Wlllard Record.
according to the needs of the govern-- 1 right or w rong? Certainly w hat he
MR VAX'S election means a panic.
Oh no it doesn't. The saddest an I
RSent, and none tends
says
U
worthy
of
eoiislderution
a
panlci
to equalize
savs Taft. Bui think what
most nopeleas day ol our lit;'
was
more Justly the burdens of govern- there ni be among the Demócrata If when we had to put on our shoes
Taft is elected,
ment Tel both Mr. Tnft nnd Mr.
I HI . M AN
I I HOI T A STATE
again and Btart to school,
ga
Bryan in dlaOBeatag tin- question of
Is
congress
food
DR.
WILEY'S
blK
taxation iunore tlx' inheritance tax
Nearly everybody lias read or heard
WHY THE INNOCENT
Kystandcr
now on. There is considerable interMi. Taft only approves of the Income of the "Man Without a Country,
in.est manifest among the lidn tratcrn-- l will persist in his fatuous innocence
lax us a last resort when the tariff ami plight wus due to his own fault. The Ity who perhaps do
not fulh under- -. In beyond the ordinary ken. The
internal revenues prove insufficient, District d' Columbia tlO holds a man stand the meaning of the torn.
Oasis thus gives his latest miswhile M Bryan would now poet pona without a stun - ami tin Philadelphia
hap. At a wake Sunday at a ranche on
its adoption until after th
THE Hi:. MIST candidate' ho - been the road between Nogales and Cala-basePublic Ledger tells his story. it is
in the vicinity of the Potrero,
ment of the (Jftlted States
dubbed "Happy tfjMgcn." which
brief, but pointed:
lion.
reminds one r thai other ' one of the participante; to express his
John S. Early, the leper, is a native
whose
gri'f and sorrow, fired a fusllade with
ami was a resident of North Carolina distinguished Hearst Individual,
his revolver. Unfortunately, bul aclast name is Hooligan.
Washington
last
until he went to
sTItAKiHT ;o(Hs.
cidentally, another participant In th"
month to apply for his pension as a
THERE ARE renew id reports hut ceremony, got within range of the
A gentleman
who savs lie 'Inquires soldier in thé Spanish war. It was
Roosevelt will run for the United gun. reelvtng a serious bullet wound.
for Information," asks us,
do J covered that he waa afflicted with States senate'. This is ,i promise of The shooter came Into Nogales and
vou separate the irrigation congress leprosy, probably contracted in the seventei n different kinds of trouble delivered himself at the Jail, where he
Is pending result of the Injury receivand the exposition .'" And t h best an- discharge of dnt) In the Philippines. for that august and dignified benly.
acga
ed by the other.
war to his question is the slnipli fact. The Washington health officials quar-in- EL PASO has won the southwertern
"We don't fep4tmte them." Th
antined him. His faithful wife went
golf championship. Tic present gen
ONCE IN A WHILE the Milk oi
lei national Industrial exposition
the I to him and abides near him. Tin DIs- may ve t live to Bee tin time Human Kindness trickles
eration
into
the
opened
correspondence
Sixteenth .National Irrigation congress, Lricl officials
when Bronco Bill alld Helliflro Mike sanctum of even the abused and strugand Hie Twenty-eight- h
annual New with North Carolina, and received (be colímete for the blue ribbon in liddle gling editor. The pen
shovel' of the
Mexico fair, are three enterprises un- astonishing
Information from tne ,1, a ink
Clovia Post says gratefully:
der the same maaagemenl
state's attorney general that North
what
Thanks are due ami herewith preMr Barnuns, Phlneua t.. would Carolina lias lost Interest in him uiui.
HAKkl.MAX says he fears apathy sented to li B. Bartleson, the live
In sonic wire trade grabber of Mitchell street,
have Called "one grand show
on the part of the vot is.
nuclei
will positively refuse to receive him.
three mammoth pavilions" thus ar- belt of
The Federal officials and the au- - sections upathy on tin pari eif the for a lulcy '11111 abundant
Mr,
Bartleson, though
ang40 M that you could lake them all thorl ties e,r the District of Columbia voters might be a good thing for the watermelon.
albeit a groce r of no mean merit is
In with one visit to Albuquerque
not are searching the constitution nd laws railroad wizard
also an apt student of human uatui
because we didn't want vou lo conn feci means to compel 5,'orth Caroline
1).
R,
LOOPER,
of San Jon, for he
full well the long- W e
three limes, but tk cans.
were to elo her clutv
The officials should was struck by lightning the other day sufferingunderstands
appetite and the financial
you
afraid
wouldn't Sab
desist; the government should take but is again at work hoeing his kafflf shortcoming
worry-ridde- n
of the
can of him and refuse to abandon him corn. It takes a 0H'tty stiff holt to knights of the split quill, and he be;REAT i l i i or IDLE Mill's
bas abandoned put i quietus on those eastern New haves toward these unfortunates with
to the state Which
Mexico farme rs.
becoming and be nevolent charity.
him. North Carolina is a CMS for
I
SB si
WllluuM
Curtis, who Is
Long may .vou live and sell beans
sionary ffort: her officials must mls- Si otland, has lilis to SUV of the !lyde,
"iíiiOD WORK bv the New Mexl- - brol her.
mbmsuii tier; their zeal is a disgrace.
iii one of his
lette rs: ln t,,, vjj Idle Ages the lepers were re
"A voyage Doon th Wetter,' as the I qUred to carry
bell or a rattle and
out soil or water he will bave to t our
Clyde is usually called by the native s,
,,,,,,,,., a,
,h..t,
the earth for a species that like tlii- to make knot
will furnish the passcng.r Opportunity
cactus will grow in die rock, u'iiii a
that mankind might avoid them and
to see forty different shipyards which
spineless castas and a limbless und
leave them to die in a ditch. aTrhi
produ mor tonnage than anj Other modern Philistine who thanks heaven
leafless tree Wll ion ami Pinchot will
have redeemed the' south west and
in ihe we hi. mid an assemblage of
in
die!
the
dark
live
not
age'
he
that
along with Theodore the proclplincr,
tract i all nations and all slr.es and should take note of North Carolina
ami then the redeemers of the desert
iealgltS, trim the"
and hei repudiation of hat son.
we
and Ihe naked mountains
are
I he Scoffer.
He the- modern turbineracer
willing to submit their names for u
If a flying machine really has to g
BBCh a Meet of ships can not be seen
,
.
eg j.cui nal cs o. .. e. ,,0 .0
The Si
Iron el or a place in (he Hall of Fame alld vote
t'i"
anj Inn else. Many of them are In No
them a scut In the kingdom of life.
L, of the chronicle, hall-- 1 steamboat.- - TdcaOn star
Vol
tctlve ., many have- been brought lag from Vaughn. Guadalupe county,
Si rra County Advocate,
hen foi repairs. many are obsolete n M.i published, by s. L Kelao, efed I
Ttwl Way.
be n abandoned ami are
and have
The la!-- 1
Down in liturgia a few days ago a
"dited by c II. Underwood.
The banking business in Pittsburg
moored along tin shore bene use there
by tin- commonly mule got on a railroad
Hal numbe r eif the Chronicle shows, MUSt be affected
track and
Is no other place to take them
it is
the good taste- and sound Judgment of reported morals or thut town. Phoe-th- e knocked 'a train into a ditch. It is
icl
get
of a use less ship
M dlfflCUll to
Republican.
managen by de voting itself exclu-Jnt- x
suggested that this may be one of the
hoop
Ss It used to be of a Worn-Oto th'- interests or uuauaiupi
siv.lv
facts which strengthen the Hon. Clark
II
líeeli
CORta
up
There.
to
more
an county, in particular, ami New Mexico He's
skirt
break
Judge Parker will not be a oandl- Howcii in ins belief that tin repubiron hull than It comes lo. and you
In general, without wasting any space-odate
lor governor of New York That licana haven't the ghost of a chance
can not throw 01 give one uwuv. The
politic- and we assume that In gentleman was once! associated with to carry Georgia.
larger number of the vessels now
w hich
that section of New Mexico to talk re- a a 11. id.
ought to sat M y
moored along the Clyde, however, arc publicanism would bfl listless, und to
him for a life time
Phoenix Itcpub- The1 Washington Post says that Mr.
temporarily laid up because business
lican.
democracy Is not necessary.
talk
Itoosevt It. having "come- out
Is dull ami then are no cargoes for
for Oovernor Hughes, can fully
them. Thh is tlie quo te a time that
Ihe Church
Here To, fete,
Tin- Holy By
party loyalty
thi' shipping world has known for
day understand the eeRse of
Artesia,
lo
bas her clean-u- p
touching app-a- i
BuaÉtá lashed
Impelled Mr. Forake r to declare,
that
twelve rears,"
10,
town
September
ami
the
marshal
all Ihe faithful lo huve nothing Hi do
urges everybody to "make a clean for Mr. Taft.
Willi the celebration of Tolstoi's eighI
sweep
of every nook and corner of th'
MIA.
tieth birthday, which was Isst Wednes- town. Don't stop because your own
Mr. dumpers is again after tile scalp
hftVO come
that
report!
the
Hut
day.
place is clean," he cries, "but get 1 of "I'm le Joe" Cannon. Mr. Ooinpers
BfOI lie
col you glv. a big offll
governIndícate that with the
hoe, rake, scythe, or any old thing has been
bolder when you are looking for a Job. to hand
after that same scalp se veral
church both boycotting that will kill weds or trash
Fight
nor the eorl tin .iim- edg office bolder ment and the
times,
has alwuys found it stuck
hut
unobserved
with
It, the occasion was
gniHS, salid buns ami Johnson grass,
gives you when he is looking for your
by (let every hunch." The Idea Is catch- on pretty tight.
enthusiasm
and
earnestness
usual
t
hut really and truly "taffy." of
Itusslan people, The world really ing and between now and Thanksgivth' same sort ou used to "pull" with the
ing nearly every town In the southBest Treatment for a Rum.
move, even in darkest Itussia,
does
your beat girl - is now
being sent
west will have lis full puiattlng day.
If for no other reason, Chamber.
exKl PatO Herald.
in ros the ot an by the ton at the
lain's Salve should be kept In every
The New York Tribune warns the
pense of our paternal government, for
household on account of Its great valrnor
Covc
are
opposing
who
politicians
Hig
Rill.
PhilipIn
troops
the
the use of our
ue in the treatment of burns. It althe
Into
consideration
Hughes
to
tuk
Hnder the guiding hand of William lays the pain almost Instantly, and
t
s neit tin Intention that tin
pines
fart that tin- people treat the acec pí William H. Taft the millions of tin unless the Injury Is a severe one, heals
boys shall give It to their olive-hiie,
or rejection of the governor as a Philippines in teb year! hnvc develop, the parts without leaving a scar. This
.
ti,
i. aa. ..... r o.
-- weec l.
lie lame
looilllll
lie . e,s 1.. rit.
l'o a considerable ele oil from the darkest barbarism reru,ii, ,.iu
urfaaRa ....... i...
rfiriMMt I rtorul question
salve Is also unequaled for chapped
commun hands, sore nipples and dhtaggjg of
It Is not a question maining in the world Into
state
In
the
ment
from unv other of I'ncle Hum's boys . .
,,
ity whose progress is the marvel off
....... ..I' -nil ,,u- "
....
the skin. Price, UC cents. For sulc
Pfwowwai
We ever knew If the major part of it
the uge. What Taft has accomplished by all druggists.
1.1 inula,
or
III1 county leaoers sec
Hut the doctors
doe sn't go that wa.
In the Philippines he has accomplishgood morals, on
a question of
ed In Cuba and Porto Itlco and un-- l
have eh rial el that "candy Is good for but
ill-party
republican
UFE INVITATION.
der his guidance was Inaugurated the' OCCIDENTAL
the troops In the tropics," and that whose decision
fall.
system which Is rapidly haongtplUh
To the stockholders, policy holders
settles It the troops in the tropics get must stand or
ing the Panama canal. History offers and friends of the Occidental Ufe
th.li candy, and lots of ll. Home
., Tlnu s. says Mel- - no parallel to Taft as a man titled by Insurance company:
The- Troy, N.
years ago It was quinine, and hat) to
We oordlully Invite you wl,yie In
bourne Is trying to eiutdo Sydn qr in temperament und training' to take the
even the constitulx taken straight
fie.-tA US- - helm eif the great republic at this per-- j
during the
particularly
tional resolvent leiulel not he used to welcoming the American
Ind of Its development as the chosen coming Irrigation Congress and fair,
Is having the time of Its lira
tralla
it
wash
The
down.
mix It with and
the benighted of the earth. To to visit our Home Office; make It
Where Is thAt fellow laud of the
troops In the tropica no doubt highly several times
possibility or his defeat Is' your headquurteris; have your mall
admit
cruisewould
stir
to fly Into the face of Providence, sent in our care, and do your corresappreciate this delightful change of who said tin Pacific
up trouble with other nations? Prob whose guiding hand has been at thej pondence with our material.
whee ls'' on the part of the doctors.
ably Im has retirfld within hlmseir to helm since the verv Inception of thei We will also be glad to answer any
republic
Prescott Journal-Mine- r
Inquiries you may make In advance,
find more trouble.
MI MIS I l!l!H. till I I, AMIS
or to secure you accommodations.
Macarela yours.
About West Virginia, to which Mr. Handing II lo .lames.
The Topi ku State Journal of tlm
J. H. O'RIELLY,
Wilof
Secretary
Agriculture
Jantes
Bryan's hopes are directed. Ho lost
nth has sn editorial under the foregoSee y and Oen. Munuge-ti,-02son of Iowa, under whose department
by
110
In
11.487:
by
In
It
III!
ing title In which It says:
und chlefj
the
service
forest
exists,
ev.-Oiissaway
with
and I'Hik.r.
Oeorg. II. Maxwell puts some funple.i-iifarmer In Theodore's hay field, salt!
cteiiliig assured, and
Irrigation Davis millions lo help him. was snow- while in Denver that the forest serdamental farts regarding
oogt nial crowd, nt the skallng con-Myears
ago.
Intn an Illuminating arth le, which are ed under by 31.TBH four
vice was a failure and would he until!
of Ihe I.. H. H. A A. ncxl Tuesday
i verviMqiv
maleóme,
some genius Invented a t'e. pluntlngi vcoing.
and
psrticularl) pertinent at this time In Bursa again. William.
machine. The Hon James knows that ihe price tin, same as usual.
view of the approaching session of the
wearing a thick, the pick and shovel Is the only tree
A tall woman,
Sixteenth National Irrigation
NEW PALL MIM.INKRV.
black veil, walks st all hours nf the planting machine and' he has plenty
which Is to convene at
men In his employ that
The first showing this week of new
Mr night through tin streets of Waynes- - o'
vi
on September
If the.v had plan' I'd two trees per day
Max. - article I a long one. says boro. da., and th negroes in- bsdl) would have had by this time quite si KaJI Hats for street wear. The
Hut Ihe Record-Heralour ToM-kneighbor, but the facts can frightened
grove In every
IPjr while station- i. picked out nf tliolr selling like ml vises them 10 chirk up: shig,is pioh ed. Of eoursi. if Mr. I'lncUot ex perls
Pencil smIoks. $1 .0 Alluiqiit ripia
pluma fnm a pudding, and II then pro- ably more scared than they are.
to raise timber Hi New Mexico with Planing Mill.
by (he government for tin- fiscal year
eliding March 31 last, the groa
amount thin .i wi. ( at death ilurina;
the year wax ove tl.S75.UOO.009. which
produced In ilcu h gjgllia ubout
In OrCBt ItrltHin
IMBIOBM
, muñón
fin tu 11. nr.than In tlila
eoustry
In the year l'JOK. which vva.
notable
tha number of mllllosalrei
that died, of twelve- OatBtCa probated
unly two rfiithvd $ .'..UiiO.OU'i 11ml tin
catire twelve bendy amounted
to
$100.1100.000
In t ri country two tth
tatr.M recently appraised, tha; of Hu.s-I- I
ut SC4.0vii.H00. untl that of
-
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County of Bernalillo. aa.
D. 8. Boucher, arpearlng before nv
personally, and first being duly aworn.
declares and ays that he Is buslneai
manager of The Journal Publishing
Company of Albuquerque. New Mexthe month of
ico, and that during
April. 1908. an average of 4,481 copies
of The Albuqoerque Morning Journal
were printed and circulated each day.
(Signed) D. S. BOUCHHR.
Business Manager.
jorn and subscribed to before me,
a aotary publf'. In and for the territory and countv aforesaid, this 9th
ay of May. 1908.
(Signed) H. N. PACKF.RT.
Notary Public.
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ale really glad tu see that San
Miguel county has at last stirred li.
up to the importance of having a
display of her products at the Irrigation congress exhibit, sueh as will be
The Optic
creditable to that cotint
tells us thai at bust a portion of tin
money me eeeary for the gathering and
preparing of such a display has already been secured, and adda:
W'e

-'

ea

'

'

t

evident from the manner In whleh
the committee has taken hold of
It work Ihut it has the firm Inaccomplishing thai
tention of

i

good.

g

It Is well. too. that a building
be erected for the exhibit from
this locality The cost of a skeleton rtruetuie will not In great
nnd there is no batter manner in
which the products of San Miuu
could be placed on display.
In the mutter of the valu' ami variety of her produi is. ami her natural
advantages. San Migue', ha- - at way a
claimed to stand at the head of the
list of NeW Mexico counties, alld so
far as wo know that claim has never
been uccceafull) disputed, but even
the best. In any line, is liable, in this
hustling age of the world, to be push-i- d
into the background if II docan'l
assert Itself, and for that reason the
Sail Miguel people BrC acting wisely
In getting up a display for the coming exposition, but our neighbors of
the big county on the north must not
make tin fatal mistake of auppoelng
that because It is "Sail Miguel county." anything will do There are a
good many counties in New Mexico
now
and quid a number of
them are up to all Ihe "latest wrinkles" In the mutter of making lie land
do Us Isst, and from Ihe most reliable reports received at headquarters
they ate preparing to male displays
at the exposition
of their products
such a will lender It UBRsfl (Of even
San Miguel to take man) chances.
It Is wei: for us ail lo remember, in
this connection, that the situation In
New Mexico Is not as it was

twenty-fiv-

e

years ago. when anything would
"do." The world move-- , vou know,
and during the last few years New
n moving In the right
Mexico has I
direction full as rapidly as Ihe avi tag"
spot on earth, if not a little more so.
VI
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A re Saying
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In the course of tin Interesting review of the different methods pursued
lii this country and O real Britain for
railing revenue to support the general
governm-n- t.
the New York World
calls attention tec several important
points. Por Instance, It shows that
about forty per cent of the ntire receipts of the British government from
tales, are derived from two sources
death duties and the income tax
both of which are left to so unused in
In both csaea. adds the
this countryWorld, certain exemptions are allowed.
There Is a differentiation of the income tax on earned and unearned Incomes, so that earned Incomes under
psy II cents.
1 10.000, for Instance,
While unearned Incomes pay :4 ents
By the revisIn the pound sterling
ion last year or the death dull- millionaires' estate are more heavily
Used than before, so that above $TS.-00- 0
the rata Is " per cent., sbovf
11,2(0,000 g per rent above II, G00.
eoo t per .nt and so on until estates of IIS.OOMM or over pay l per
cent on the first tri.OOO.OOu and IB per
.
M 01, . very oilier $f..00 ftftO.
According to the report Jinn Issued
e
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Candidate's

Speaking Tour
Considered Likely to'
Cover Country from Ocean1
to Ocena,

j

Now

YORK

are now on
display.

New York. Sept. ii. sino- the announcement that Mr. Taft would make
a number of speaking trips during tile
campaign, the demand for him has
been so great that Chairman Frank II.
Hitchcock, of the republican national

SEE THEM IN OUR
SECOND STREET
WINDOW.

committee, is having difficulty In arranging a satisfactory itinerary. Practically every state wants him and it
Is possible that before the campaign
closes he may swing uround a circle,
speaking In every state where- the result Is not a foregone conclusion.
it has been planned that Mr. Taft
should leave Cincinnati about October 1, but that date has now been advanced about a Week, although til
day of departure has not been Axed
dcfinrtely. The first week e(r his
speaking engagements Wtl be given
over to the middle west and after that
he may go to the Intermountain country. The last week of the campaign,
according to tb,e present Intentions of
his campaign managers, will be spent
by Mr. Taft in New York and other
easte rn state s.
The itinerary for the first week of
Mr Tfift'a trip will be made up In
Chicago at a conference to be hel l
there on Monday next between Mr.
Hitchcock ami Senatbr Dixon, director
of the speakers' bureau for the wési
Chairman Hitchcock lias made arrangements to spend Monday
and
Tuesday in Chicago and the balance
of the we ek with the New York
So far as possible h,. will
follow this weekly schedule for
of the campaign.
Two big republican meetings
are
now being arranged for New York
City, senator Beverldgc will address
meeting to be held at Carnegie Hail
September 26, and Senator Foraker
win make hiH first address of the campaign at a mee ting u be held at Camp
Taft on October 1st.'

The

-

Cravanette
Rain Coat
IS VERY POPULAR.

$12.50 TO
$28.00.
ASK TO SEE THE

New Auto

Coat
THE LATEST COAT
ON THE MARKET.

head-Quarter- s,

i E. L. Washburn

Company

I

tin-lat-

This matter was too long delayed. There Is not one Interested
in the welfare of the twin cities of
Las Vegas and the county of San
Miguel who will not agree on this
point, liut with earnest and Intelligent effort and
ration it
for much
still will be possible
good to be accomplished and it la

THE TAX

ills-Ho-

ALL THE NEWEST
MODELS DIRECT
FROM NEW

I

I

.

7

aar

ui rectory.

territory

-

aa

f Overcoats

FOR TAFT

1

-

I

1

111

-

f

T.

ffs

riiisT Trap
OO VER

119 W. Gold.
122 S. Second.

TO

MliHH.i; WEST

V.
Cincinnati. Sept. 1. Candidate
H. Taft's first speech-makin- g
trip will
be through the west. A. I. Vorys left
here for New York today to personally represent the candidate before the
national committed in arranging this

trip, which will take in at least the
stales of Missouri. Kansas, Nebraska,
lovvu, Illinois and Indiana.
Two other trips arc being
planned, one
through the eastern states and another
through a number of the southern
states. These, however, will not be
worked oui until ihe western Journey
ha- - been arranged.
Judge Taft and National Chairman
Hitchcock hud n n extended conference
today over the
telephone,
Ihe result of which was the hurried
Of
deps rtui
Mr. Vorys for New

NAVAJO
Blankets
A NEW SHIPMENT."
MNK PATTERNS ANO RIOHT
PRICKS AT

long-distan- ce

'

DAVIS & ZEARINC.
THE

York.
"Mr. Vorys, having been with me
for some time, knows exactly my Ide as

Concerning this trip." Judge Taft explained, "anil It was regarded us motv
satisfactory that he should go to New
York and take up the details of the
trip with the committee. He will bring
buck with him, probably Sunday, the
result of the committee's decision."
II was said that M". Vorys took with
110
him
specific recommendations
from tii'- candidate, Mr. Taft gave it
as his opinion that his we'Stern trip
would not extend as tJr west as the
COaSt, although lie
was not certain
about It. Mr. Vorys will also confer
while ill New York with John Hays
Hammond regarding the work of the
national league of republican clubs of
which Mr. Hammond is president.
Secretary Straus, of Hie department
of commerce and labor, ami T. v.
eif the Immigration service, will
be lu re tomorrow.
Pow-tlerl-

HQC8E
205

W

I'CHMSIIERS
est Gol J.

Announcement

ST. VINCENT'S
ACADEMY
Albuquerque. N. M.
The Art ( lass of Hit- - Academy
Is now open.
Lessons in Water color, on ami
IT'ec-hanChina
Painting,
Drawing ami crayon Work.
China Painting n specialty.
Terms, $. per month.
'or further informal ion apply
tl

lo

SISTER SUPERIOR.

.

spi:

SATURDAY'S

i

t. BALK.

lb. can Huyler'a Oocoa
Large ( un of Milk
jiic Package of t iM oaiuii
Eatra Standard Pears, per can
Balm Sluiulard Peaclic. jier can
Extra Slamlaril Cherries, per can.
c
stae Bottle of Plcldea
IM sl.c ('mi of Table Syrup.
Me sise Cooking Hola asea
HVesli I. onion Wafers, per lb
Utile Neck Plains. x'i t un
fancy salmon In I'lnl cans
ic cuiim of Schilling's Besi Uaum,
Powder
I package - of Apllc.o
II I 2c grade of Peas
Ice Cream Ponder
Pkir. .lell-.

.

IOC

.

Ilk--

.

--

'

I

Cuil

lf SOlip

1.1c

Kb

.

.
.

I8v
20c

III'

lie
:i(ic
ÜM

I0(
l!b
2.V

Milk
W.m. Kl

Attend Ihe I.. II. II. A V -- kilting
part) nexi Tnesdaj evening. Prises lo
Ihe Im st couple ami lo the lic-- l lad)
ami gentleman skater,

heast or

ia the

los Angele
atíffX.
at

a

v

Women's and
Children's Shoes are now
ready for your inspection
and we respectfully invite
you to call and examine
them. They represent the
of Men's,

latest ideas in
footwear and combine
style with quality.
Every pair is sold under
our guarantee to give satisfaction or money will be
te

pitoi'lt

EKE,

Styles

10c

KU
sliced BMMI In cans
j."c Pkg. of Washing Powder
üoc
11.04 ii.iiiie or iioriitk s Halted

THE NAZE,

The New Fall

lie
,toc

j.-.-

.

.

I.V

refunded.

prices are as low as
it is possible to make on
good shoes and we pay
particular attention to fit
Our

Cal

ti

every pair properly.

r

2;

1

--

eon-gies-

11

i.

Hett's sime- - from
SIMM u S.vno
Women's Hlmee from si. 75 to s.von
Children - Shoes from SI to
'"

wrr,,
t. im
With
RATES
BATH
$1.00
$1.50 up
and up
&
STRICTLY MODERN
riRST CLASS

---

ree auto bus meets all trains

ahle-bodl-

$550.

-

d

I

-

Central avenue. Why
dm rent? far sate by Ran (.nintht all,
.113. J, lor- l.aoil Co., il
Try
rwlnllc, Agent.
Ilii.vs a

ImMMC

01,

-

v
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Doctor Said Consumption

IGHTS TRANSFORM

12,1908.

ALIADO Si r4"t
lXlCCnill

Mr. C. W. Weaver, of
Bristol, Vt., who was told
NTD A FAIRY PALACE
by his doctor that he had
only a short time to live,
as he had consumption, Frst jest of Elaborate Electrical Decorative Scheme Brings
takes Duffy's Pure Malt
Enthusiastic Commendation from the Spectators.
Whiskey, which was rec
ommended by the doctor,
The llrst tost of the elaborate and second story and the rcof. Bvef)
window, every turn of th'
costly electrical ihvoratlvc scheme, i
gains vigor and strength 'Which thi SnntH Fe bus constructed roof ofevery
the building Is outlined In light
while the towers of the main building
every day, and is in better around the Alvnrndo hotel wa.s made and
the towers of ihe depot building
night, the lights being turned on ore literally covered with lights. Surhealth than he had been last
for alMUt fifteen minutes and the mounting the whole scheme stands the
whole system working without a flaw, Santa Fc emblem, the Maltese cross
in years before taking it. There
had been no announcement that and the words "Ra.ita He" outlined In
l

In a recent letter Mr. Weaver writes :
" Two years ago my doctor told me
I had consumption, that I could live
but a short time, recommending to mc
at the same time Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey. I have taken it ever since
according to directions. I feel better
and stronger than I have for seven yean
past. Yes I heartily endone Dully 's
Pure Malt Whiskey as a cure for con-

sumption."
Thousands of letters like
received daily from grateful
women who cannot say too
praise of Duffy's Pure Malt

this are
men and
much in
Whiskey
for the benefits derived from its use.

C. W. VKAVER.

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

EASTERN XKVY MEXICO
KIMI.Y OEtTTXfl HEAD1!
All the tnyns alonx the Helen cutoff and throughout eastern N'ew MexPASO
ico are losing no time in their preparations for the Irrigation congress.
The I'lovis News is offering prizes for
the best sample of each product raised
In Koosevelt county and is urging the
farmers to do their best. A mass
meeting was held the other day at
Logan, X. H at which the Logan Irrigation and Commercial club was orBrass Band ganized. J. H. Bhollenbarger and ,.

as sure that his llrst speech had some
"for
heard two distinct
echoes, one
n Cincinnati and oni
from I'llca.
Mr. Taft.
said, at th, llrst op
portunity had announced that th,
people did rull and Mr. Sherman in
his lirst speech had said that this
could not he the issue,
because li
WOUld be an insult to the people to
say that (hey did not rule
"Well, my friends," said the demo-- Í
erntle candidate, amid laughter and I
cheering, "I will take you Into my
confidence and tell VOU that
did not!
expect either Mr. Tali or .Mr. Sherman to plead guilty,' for as tlu re- publican party Is In power they could
not have admitted that the people do!
not rule without signing their death
warrant. I am grateful for the aid
they hav given me, lor by asserting
.
.
.
..
.i
muí mi' people mi
,uie tu,. y nave re.
pea ted I y said thut ihe people ought to
rule. He charged that the republican
party deliberately and with
malice
aforethought bad prevented the nib-

p:t!ata-bilit-

y

recognized as a family medicine everywhere.
CAUTION. When you ask your druggist, grocer or dealer for Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey be sure you get the genuine.
It's the only absolutely pure medicinal malt whiskey and Is sold lu large sealed bottles only; never in bulk. Price $1.00.
the "Old Chemist," on the label, and make sure the seal over the cork is unbroken. Write
Look for the trade-mar- k,
Consulting Physician, Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y., for free illustrated medical booklet and free advice.

20,000 PEOPLE

BOOSTERS

H

1

MEES
Postmaster
Is

Estimates

..Quered,,

18,000 from the

That

:

Fully
Local Post- - BELIEVES

Come from Pass City to
Make Noise at Irrigation

tp

office,

IN

PATRONIZING

Confess,

HOME INDUSTRIES

Albuqucrqne Man Entere Orlense of TUCSON ANXIOUS TO BE
the Ability r Home Ai lila el- - to do

Postmaster It. V. Hopkins, after a
careful computation, estimates that
there are, on a conservative estimate,
twenty thousand people within a radius of two miles from the AJbuqui r
que postoffice. This takes in Harelas
and Old Albuquerque, and to those
who have been observing the growth
of the city for Ihe past year, 20,000
Is believed
to be quite within the
mark.
"I have rigured out with tolerable
accuracy lhat mall Is delivered to
eighteen thousand persons from the
local Office." said Mr. Hopkins last
night, "and from the dato I have at
hind, which is pretty comprehensive,
there is no doubt that there are at
least 20,000 people within two miles
of the office."
While much of ibis population It
outside the present corporate limits of
the city of Albuquerque, it Is nevertheless a fairly compact settlement which
is covered by the estimate.

(nod

WELL REPRESENTED

Work.

Albuquerque, n. m.. Sept. n, oos.
IMitor Journal:
I
see by your papers of ltn, that
the election of the president's Invitation gold ogrd
as left to Col. M. L
S'tern, who ever mindtu! of the interests of Aibuguerque, had thin piesplate made in Denver Instead oi
V
patronizing home institutions.
have just as good artificers In the
precious meta If in Albuquerque (not
to mention Santa Fe and other towns)
as they have In Denver and It seems
to me that this engraved gold invitation souvenir should have been given
If Mr. Stern
to some home jeweler
doubts the ability of the New Mexico
jew lei s let him scrutinize some of the
invitation cards turned out by Mr.
Spitz of Santa Ke. real work of art
that cannot be duplicated elsewhere
SUIT AGAINST MINING
tmorlcs When the president visit-- !
MAN FOR OVER $1,000 ed Albbuqui rtioe some years ago he
was lb, recipient of an uniiUe souvenir blanket, which ihe Harvey peov. r. Travos, of HlUebom, Defendant ple had made right here and I think
In Action Brought by Whitney Comat precedent should have been followpany and Oilier Plaintiff.
ed on this occasion. I am a consistent
and thorough believer in patronizing
Vtedler
Wilkersoil. Vomeys ?or bom,- InatitUtlonJ, as these are the
thai Whltnev comnanv. Vest, rdav filed on who have built up the city.
Itespectfully.
a suit In the district court against V
ARTHUR BVNR1TT.
K. Través, of Ilillsboro, asking judg

Eastern New Mexico

Towns
Busy
Getting Ready for
Event; Santa Fe Company
Distributing Information,

1

I

stream, and their caual is Bowing to
this day. originally the Kngle pro
ject was designed to furnish water for
lands in .New Mexico and Texan. Now,
by the treaty, the project becomM
Hy the same treaty the
international.
Mexicans contract to lake no water
out of the Hlo Ciande above old Fort!
Quitman

pure distillation of malted grain; great care being used to have every kernel thoroughly malted,
thus destroying the germ and producing a predigested liquid food in the form of a malt essence, which is the
most effective tonic stimulant and invigorator known to science; softened by warmth and moisture its
and freedom from injurious substances render it so that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach.
It cures nervousness, typhoid, malaria, every form of stomach trouble, diseases of the throat and lungs,
and all run down and weakened conditions of the body, brain and nerves. It is prescribed by doctors and is

ment in the sum of Jl.iMo.fl:'.
The
complaint allege that Través is indebted to Whitney company to the EIGHTY
amount of $ 4 t 2 - on account of goods
sold and delivered to the plaintiff. It
is also alleged that a number of other
litros in the eity. to Which Través is
FROM EE
indebted, have transferred their account:; for value received, to the
plaintiff, and ask Judgment for the
total amount of the various accounts.
The other accounts included in the
suit are as follows: T. Y. Maynanl.
$:i0.70: John Lee Clarke company.
ljlll.S.85; George v. Hlckox company,
it
$ 4 3
&
l.indi inann. Live Bunch With
Leat nard
a
7 y s
;
K. U Washburn, $3S.6n.

white against an effective background
of deep blue incandescents. Across the
north grounds In front of the main
entrance are strung crossing arches of
red. green and blue llglits serving to
relieve the glare of the mass of white
lights. The whole effect is marvelous
and the building, beautiful enough in
palace brought
the sunshine, seems
'direct from fairyland. The Santa Fe
has spared no expense to make the
Alvnradn as attractive as possible and
the result of the lighting plan Is as
successful as the most exacting could
desire. Were there no other deco
rations for the congress, this building
alone would he worth coming to see
The second lest of Ihe lights will
made Sunday evening when th
whole Illumination win be on fot n
hour of more.

Phoenix as the west and southern
terminus of the trip.
IlfTorts will also M directed dining
Iho next tWO weeks,
the remaining
period, toward Inducing a delegation
of the business men of (he city to
lay aside their private matters
for
that Week and go to the congress
and boost for this town
The little
city of Demtng, New Mexico, has
set aside $'r00 for sending 200 people to the congress in th, interest
project, and they
of their irrigation
aTe going to make a big splurge. Vet
thus far the three men, whose name
have been published, constitute all
to be
the attention thai is going
paii to this world-wid- e
meeting.

is an absolutely

I

the lights would be tested last night,
it having been understood that
the
fltft test would he made on Sunday
night. Bul the work was practically
completed hist night save for the
north end of the main building and
the current was turned on at X o'clock.
People gathered quickly and before
the current was switched off several
hundred spectators were giving their
I
Unbounded praise to the beautiful ef
feet which
the i leotricians haVi
achieved, The entire (font oí the ho
lei Is outlined In thousand i incan-- J
descents. The little fíleles ;ii strewn
thickly along ihe walls, the lodge and
the smaller buildings, which surround
the unwinds ami the tights are used
with Increasing profusion Ofl the drco-- j
rate plan works Its way up through
Ihe arches of the veranda onto the

2T;

SUH're

to get

.u.i.

TAFT

(Continued rom Page I. Column 5.)
w

effect,

i

meeting also took up n itn entniistusm
the discussion of the feasibility of u
plan for an Irrigation project to recial ni lands around Logan. One apeak,
er said that a dam on the Canadian
river, twenty miles B way, .would Irrigate an. non' acres In that section.
Surveys will be made, data gathered
iild the proposltlifti In 1(1 le loie the
government officials.

...
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run,

11.10

vitti:i
iroimTio
company is sending

GALLUP

'" ""'

CLEAN.

FREE BURNING.

RIGHT SIZE.

CALL AND SEE IT

W. H. Hahn Co
PHONE
If

on

91.

tO

UctODer

NEARLY

Laguna
Phoenix

$12.00
$3.50
$23.45

WinsIow

$1300

Williams

$17.00

Holbrook

nsate

$70

-

--

rr

office
tail infof
add rate- - lo oilier point

at ticket

Mexico.

Irtlona

THE

I

and! Cat

U

T E PURDY, Agent
The

A.

T.

&

S. F. Coast Line

WORLD IS

WHOLE

REPRESENTED IN OUR STOCK

0E

Imported Chinaware. Indian Trinkets, Art Leather Novelties. Japanese Embroidered Silk Goods, Mexican Filigree
and Drawn Work, and many other odd. curious, pretty
things too numerous to mention.

AND OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

SAM KEE
Curios, Souvenirs, Novelties, Fancy Goods.
Near Postofffice.
215 So. Second

To Be a Graceful Woman
You Must B- e-

people

n H"' subject of publicity of
The Santa Fe
Mr,
contributions,
Hryan.
circulars about the congress
I'assenger apcuklng of Mr. Tall, said: "that he
tier signature of tScneral
W Platform and then he ,e- J M COMÍl The following
Barí on the mornlM of September
inenibeie.i i s own in ation,,
f.ie.i
is a sum, ,ie e.Minci.
2ÍI. the opening day of the Sixteenth
piatiom, u, ours
j
At the sixteenth National Irrigation J0., WS
tell between the two. Why do
National Irrigation congress, a special
111,.
t,,l,e ..'O 1... ..1,1 ,,, the
train, consisting of six sleepers, a par- great Irrigation projects which the say 'fell between the two'." Because
his platform said nothing on the sub-Jelor car and a dining car, will pull In- Cnited States reclamstinii service has
our platform demands publicity
west.
will
be
in
undertaken
the
This
to the local Santa Fe stallon, and disbefore election and Mr. Taft took I
K.
H.
Newell
part
Mr,
special
of
gorge between eighty and a hundred the
halfway position and offered to com
C. J. Hlnnchnrd.
The peo- promise on publicity
enthusiastic boosters for the city of and Mr.
after election."
will be
Kl Paso, Texas.
He asset ted that niuc-t- c nthg of the
The special will also ple of the Sania Fe southwest
in
projects
particularly
the
interested
curry a brass band of some twenty
republicans agreed With the demopieces and enough enthusiasm and located In the live great valleys, viK: crats on thai proposition, Instead of
of
valley
Kansas and agreeing with their own purty 'or even
noise for a dozen trains. The train the Arkansas
valley of Southwith Mr. Taft." The republican con
leaves Kl Paso on Ihe night of the Colorado; the Pecos
. It
will leave here again for the eastern New Mexico: the Kin Orande vention at Chicago, he said, prelerren
TfXiis;
N'ew
valley
Mexico
the
of
and
secrecy In the matter. Whenever pubsouth on the night of the third of u
Arizona; and the licity
of campaign contributions lie.
tober. thus giving the Kl Paso dele- Salt Klver valley of
Caligation live days in this city. It Is Colorado valley of Arizona and
fore election was attained, he declared
projects of these it would b much easier to get control
promised thin (hey will lake the ut- fornia. The sevenmore
than twenty of the government "for the great famost advantage of those live days. valleys will cost
million dollars, and will reclaim five vor seeking corporations have nomiThe III l'aso Times says:
acres
One of these days will be 101 Paso hundred and eighteen thousand
nated the government largely through
Is the
Seventy
Million
dollars
of
land.
tin- aid they have given In the election
evening
given
over
day and the
will he
money
which the of republican candidates to office."
to a demonstration by Ihe local dele- grand total of
gates and visitors. The Special which United Stales reclamation service Is
Mr. flryan poked fun at Mr. Taft
pulls out of here will he made up Of spending lor Irrigation projects In the for asserting that he was "personally
contemwest
projects
These
It is expressly stated that entire
live ones.
inclined tpwartl Ihe election of sen
reclamation of two million ators by direct vote of the people. "I
unless you are a live one and willing plate the valley
and mesa lands. Some think I ought lo say.' he remarked.
to work for Ihe town, yon are not acres of
of them have been completed, notably
wanted on ihe special.
"thai every man who goes down to
the Caiisbad and Hondo projects of rata is neraanatlv Inclined to be vir
Kl Paso has much to ask the convv
N',
AnMexico
Pecos
of
valby
irage
gress for. A movement Is on foot by the
tuous, but has not the moral
valley project of
a delegation from Colorado in block other, the salt River
to resist temptation."
will be completed within a
He gave his pledge that If elected
the appropriation Of congress for the Arizona,
of
Elephant Butte .work, This Movement short time.
he would call tin extra session
The American citizen, who wrll at- congress immediately after his Inauwill have to he checked and to do M)
Irrigation guration and among other thing,
It will he necessary to work on Ihe tend the sessions of the
congrí ss. will see tin massive works would ask for the election of senators
Hour of the convention.
Chalrmun J. A. Harper of the ar- of the t'nlted Stales reclamation ser by direct vote of the people. He rec
rangement loinmlttee. win, is timing- - vice by Stereoptlcotl views reflected ferred to what he said wns the
Ing lor the excursion, has secured the upon canvas. The dlfficultiee whit hi
character" of the rules of the
ncountered la I (jouae Of representatives as reflected
live workers who the engineers hav
names of thirty-twtheir share of the vvniU will be shown )M ap,.ttker Cannon nnd said that the
will n'a!e the special trip.
hy large topographical maps
Thus speaker controlled the will of a maeonceptidn of It all jority of that body In matters of legls- the spectator'
TRYING To OCT
Tl s
In these latlon demanded by the people.
DELEGATION TOGRTHKR will be made more clear.
Taking up the labor planks of the
The delegation that will orttclally views, also, will be firm scenes in theHryan
Mr.
represent the various public bodies In Irrigated valleys, country roods, high- democratic
Pima county at the Albuipienpie Na- - vaya, bridges, streams, forests, Meen charged that the republican convention refused to put Itself squarely on
tional Irrigation congress, lias Deen scenes, cities, etc.
One of the officers of the United record on the labor uuestlon, but Infinally settled with the appointment by,
l,
the Tucson Colncll Tuesday night of States reclamation service will tell the stead hnd added to their offense
tile same three who were selected by congress the story of the treiity by nominating as their presidential candidate, the man who, more than any
the board of supervisors seme time which the i'nlted tatea and the
of Mexico est tied a dispute over one else, has been Identified with the
ago.
priority rights to the wtaeiM of Ihe very things Ihe labor men complained
The Tucson Star says:
The preparaory work to the de- Hlo Orande. The Issue was settled by of. He was reiterated that Mr. Tan
hy
ns the "father of government
scent upon the Nevv Mexican metrop- tin International commission, and by
,i,o,
Secretary Feller treaty entered Into the government ot
olis will now begin
Mr. Bryan quoted Mr. Taft as say- Is engaged In getting together all sorts Ihe failed States agrees to deliver lo
sixty
ng
thousand
Itepubllc
Mexico
of
the
that the democratic plani with
books,
way
In
of
the
of literature
pamphlets, leaflets, and den rlptlve acre feet of water yearly, from the 'regard to the injunctions wns losely
matter of all kinds which the delega- great Kngle project, which will cost drawn and that It was capable of two
"I deny It," he said
the rise of eight million dollars. The interpretations.
tion will take with them
wo
No further word has yet been re- Mexicans will uae this wuter for the hotly, "and I challenge him to put l
He
has
language.
twenty-threon
thousand
the
Irrigation
constructions
execuof
of
the
ceived from the officers
tive committee to whom biters were acres of land on their side of the Kin hml lots of experience In constructions
challenge him to find two consent In reference to the Inclusion of Orande. The Mexicans took water- but
two op- this city on the itinerary of (he Junk from the Hlo Orande, al Juarez, near- - structions In that language
"
Amerlhefore
posits
constructions
the
'ly
three
centuries
congress
estah
whose
the
eters after
llsln-routing thus far only Includes cans settled above and exhausted Hum "Why do they try to avoid It? Whj
j

"de-snotl-

o
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Tastefully Dressed, Skillfully Hatted and
Neatly Shod

And you will have
That ease of movement and that feeling
of power
Intrust your dress and hat making to the skill and experience of our
Dressmaking and Millinery Departments. VVe gtwtraa tee prompt work,
excellent service and reasonable prices
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Tine verane
Millinery and Dressmaking Parlors
Corner Central and Fifth

PHONE 944

do they misrepresent It?" he Inquired. president would not take suh action
Answering his own question he mainbow long will II take a man
like
tained It was "because the) dare not Judge Tali to get a mun In the peni-

meet the proposition they present."
Discussing the question of the Issuance of writs of Injunctions, Mr.
Hryan denied that
the democratic
plank "is the most Inslduous attack
on the courts that has ever been
made " He said that the bin the democratic convention endorsed passe.'
the senate twelve years ago, and that
II
had the support of Senator Sherman of Ohio, Allison of Iowa, lisle of
Main,-Hawley of Connecticut, and
Mottlll of Vermont
"I will leave Mr.
Taft lo explain his stand or that of
prominent republican" and I will deal
with the principie involved."
Mr. Bryan assured his audience that
he did not wish them to think that the
democratic party had taken lis position on the labor question "simply to
curry favor with the Inlmrlng man."
It was, he said, a matter of Justice,
e
and he whs glad to present the
to the farmers of Nebraska us
well as to the laboring men of West
Virginia.
Speaking of the trusts and the failure of President itoaoevelt lo send
any trust magnates to the penitentiary
Mr. Hryan said that If a strenuous
.

doe-trin-

tentiary

'."'

on
wne, he said, no reflection
Judgi T.i It to make that statement;
d
"for L am getting down In the
It

neigh-tiorh'Ki-

where his friends make that
nigumcnl In his fHVor. You know it
makes a great deal of difference Where
you are as to what kind of argument
you make. On the republican side,
out I, i our country they picture Mr.
Taft as looking very different from
Mr. Itosevelt. Out weal they say he
of
will try to carry out the work
Hoosevelt, and down east they say
'keep still until he gets in and thin
you will see.' "
On the subjei t of guarantee of bank
deposits, Mr. Hryan asserted that
suppose there were no dishonest hankers.
Mr. Itran left at I2:jr. o'clock over
the Haiti, nnre nnd Ohio rallrnad fi
I'umbcrluod, Md.. where he Is due
enrly In the morning.
WANTED,

Lenrnard a Llndeman's band wants
two young amateur cornet players.
qk to good
Must furnish reference
Btnte experience.
character.

i.rcAtiNAnn

undkmakn.11.
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and the Merrv Widow waltz are three
dances which Mr. Keith will
tearh this seawn.
Rev. W. W. Haven, superintendent
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for
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for Alamogordo to wage war
morning
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on the rum demon in that city.
ALBwnqra, n. .
iu a hMi Hmi
The ('ungrcgational leadle' Aid SoMM
IMHMIIM
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ciety will serve a plantation supper at
the chureh parlors Tuesday evening.
September 5th. from 5 to 8 p. m.
Mr. anil Mrs. James T Hughey left
Private Ambulance.
yesterday morning for Junction City.
Office Strong Block, Second
Kas.. after visiting for two weeks
and Copper.
with Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Bearrup.
Telephone: Office 75. Rest- Harvey l. Fergusson. son of H. B.
dence MM.
Fergusaon. left last night for LexinSnpc Falrvlew and Santa
gton. Vh.. where he will enter WashingBarbara Cemeteries.
ton and I.ee university as a law stu- to have money is to save It. The one
dent.
way to save is by depositing it in
sure
city,
Weiller,
formerly of this
Ben
a responsible bank. You will then ba
arrived last night from Denver for
exempt from the annoyance of having
short visit. Mr. Weiller is now conIt burn holes in your pockets, and
nected with a Denver mercantile establishment.
aside from the fact that your money
will be safe from theft, the habit of
Xlcholus dalles, of Las Cruces, one
saving tends to the establishment of
of the well known citizens of Dona Ana
Best, hand screened Gallup Egg.
On ponmllr Cssl,
county, and director of the First Nathrift, economy, discipline and a genion Just what you tmfli for cooking. We gnaraStee
tional bunk of Lac Cruces, was a busieral understanding of business prinquality and quantity. Teat weight and be convinced.
ness visitor in thp city yesterday.
ciples, essential to your success.
Ralph X. Van Sant has returned
To those wishing to establish relag
from a short trip to F.l Paso. Mr. Van
bank, we
tions with a
S.tnt Is mourning the loss of a kodak
heartily extend our services.
a suit case. whe?h a sneak thief
AOS South fit '
Phone I
asK and
stole from him In the Union depot in
the Pass City.
Conductor Wutlington. of the Kast-erRailway of Xew Mexico, yesterday
brought in some splendid specimens of
t xxxxxxxxxxxxxxy
LOCAL HEMS OF INTEREST radishes, beans and summer squash
raised by dry farming at Ricardo, X.
M.. by Fred Stone, a former barber in
Sanchez shop in this city.
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th POSTAL TCIJORAPH CO. flMaude Ctirtlc will go to Santa Fe this
POPULAR
Miss cur- THE MOST
morning for a short visit
p.Mr will b. l)v.rl by a WHwIal
stenographic
t ie. who has been doing
mwiuiir. Th Ulapbua la No. II.
AMUSEMENT PLACE
s.intil Fe'g Irrigation conunr.
IN THE
r..ss office, will no from Santa Fe to
forecast
her home in Topeka.
Washington. Sept. 11. New Mexi
F H. Schwentker, of the Pacific Muenn and Arizona -- Fair In south; lo
Moving Pictures
company, has recal showers iu northern portion Sat tual Life Insurance
a short trip to the Kstan-cla- l
from
turned
unlay
Sunday fair.
Misadventures of a
valley. Mr. Schwentker says that
every person that can get away from
Sheriff.
Insure In the Occidental Life.
work will he here for the congress
R, J. QateWOOd
was here yssterdSJ from Estancia and other valley towns,
Music and Poetry.
from San Marcial.
No,
Albuquerque Lodge.
andj
The Peculiar Peopie.
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Santa Fe on business.
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Helen, arrived In the city last night.
tend.
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ft round (ha building, the store rooms
102 North Fourth street, twin sons, and offices on both floors have been
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lli'in ber of other improvement!1 are und r
Douglas, Ark. for a visit with his way, which will greatly improve the
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Soon to Reach Limit of
shorl Wall with relatives in Lag Vegas.; store rooms
store.
New Members,
If you appreciate good llmburger
The skating party to he given In
Cheese, call at the San Jose Market
by
Wednesday evening
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"Scenes from the Battlefield
tions. The increase In the nightly
The meetAmerican Lumber comnsny, returned meeting with good success in disposing crowds on the streets is already plain- receiving new members.
of Gettysburg."
last Right from a shot' nip to t.as of tickets. Mrs t A. Frank will sing ly evident and hundreds of visitors, ing ia held tomorrow evening because
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known nolleTnUlker in the local Santa fall far short of the mark.
All republicans whether members
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cast,"
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from
colonist tickets
riiat She Has Temporarily
said a well known railroad man last WOMAN FOUND INSANE;
secured the Rooms at
ANYWHERE IN THE HOUSE
GET
BANK CREDITORS
nlchL This Is probably somewhat i
SIS South Second Street
WILL GO TO LAS VEGAS
exaggerated
but divide it by two or
Adjoining Her Former UtcHtton.
90 PER CENT OF CLAIMS three and you have at least 10.000
there alone.'
The committee In charge of the en- Commitment Papera issued bf District
11.
Sept.
Washington,
Receiver tertainment of visitors Is working
Court for Transfer of .Mrs. Maria
Olivares to the Asylum.
Kdwards of the New Amsterdam Na- - hard as the number of prospective
imIs
vitally
It
Increases.
visitors
In
or
York,
was
New
tlnnnl Bank
portant thut there shall be ample
Mrs. Maria Olivares, who was placed
conference today with Comptroller of sleeping accommodations, and sleepin
the county jail Wednesday night for
the Currency Murray and It was de-- i ing accommodations
that will be safe keeping, was yesterday afternoon
PALACE
DIAMOND
THE
JEWELER.
satisfactory.
LEADING
Bided to at once draw cheeks to the comfortable and
declared insane by Judge Ira A. Ab
"1 anticipate no difficulty In feedWatch IdbyillW Santa Fe K. K.
creditors of the New Amsterdam Na-- I
107 Central Ave.. Albuquerque,
bott and commitment pupers issued for
tlonal bank for an additional dividend ing tin people." said a well known the transfer of the woman to the asyof forty per cent This payment makes Otttsen last night, but the sleeping lum at Las Vegas.
The commitment
a total of ninety per cent paid to the proposition to my mind, Is the one was made upon testimony of County
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thut should
creditors in alsiut seven months.
Physician J. F. Pearce, A. Olivares, the
tion of the board of control and citi husband of the woman, und several
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Then, should he a
other persons who testified that she
margin n the 10,000 estímate, I was of unsound mind. Mrs. Olivares
think, when It comes to having beds will be taken to las Vegas this mornGOOD MOTTO
for the visitors. It Is much easier ing by Sheriff Perfecto Armljo.
to furnish meals to a big crowd than
WHOLESALE HARDWARE.
to furnish it a place to slumber."
LEAGUERS WILL
The entertainment committee, it is JUNIOR
sleeparranged
for
understood,
has
Pumps,
things
else.
'Spend
all
Pipe,
SCRAP FOR THE PENANT
Stoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironware; Iron
Rut of your old friends be th most ing accommodations in private houses
and elsewhere for 7.000 people. The
miserly."
Valves, Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc.
t
spend your money at board fully appreciates the necessity Occidentals ami
And then
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pleasure
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Albuquerque,
solicited,
Mail orders
precious little of it to buy a book at
The Occidentals and
our store. The Popular Copyrights
Junior basehnll aggregations,
ar .10c each; no cheaper anywhere.
Retired Millionaire Drops Dead.
will appear at Traction park this af
well
Boy's and (llrl's Hooks.
11.
Sept.
Wis..
Ocononiowoc,
ternoon for a final stuggle to decide
bound and the most excellent titles.
Oeorge Fuller, a retired millionaire which team is entitled to the pennant
line;
we
a
Books,
full
Mechanical
ms later of Chicago, died today ut his for the season. The Occidentals were
are sure to have some you need.
summer home on Ocononiowoc lake of 'defented by the score of 14 to 13 by
Here are some lines In our new apoplexy, aged sixty-eigyears.
the Happys last Satuday. The lads
Fall Stock.
have played a number of gumes this
Ladles' Hand Rags and Purses;
Don't be afraid to give Chamber- season, with honors alMiut even. To
Bill
and
Pocket
Gentlemen's
lain's Cough Remedy to your child- day's exhibition will settled once and
Books;
junior
Large assortment of Boxed Paper: ren. It rontalna no opium or other for all the championship of the
always cures. For city league.
Indian Waste ilnskets. split and harmful drug. It
sale by all druggists.
Birch Bark:
For a Sprained Ankle.
Rig assortment of Pom Card Al
A apralned ankle may be cured In
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your
the
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Prove
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d
the time utuslly reHAKNKM
nest Tues- about
Mark Twain Scrap Book, ranging party of tlic U ii. H.
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GEO. W. HjlCKOX COMPANY J
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Anti-Saloo-

& Marx

Hart Schaffner

mil

The One

1

F. H. STRONG

Sure Way

Funeral Director
and Embalmer
Lady Assistant

MONEY SAVED
JOHN S. BEAVEN

safe-stron-

n

The State
National Bank

Skating Rink

clothes, and the new
colors, new weaves and
faeries are as rich
and varied and attractive
as clothes can be.
In addition to the new
browns, grays, tans,
and animal colors which

have been so attractive
a feature of this fine
line, 'we'll show you
some fine blue serges,
black cheviots and
thibets such as every man
ought tú have.
$22.00 to $28.00
will get you a
mighty good suit
perfectly made
all-wo-

correct m

Albuquerque

-

ol

style.

Copyright 1908 by Hart ScharTner & Marx
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SIMON STERN
The Central Avenue Clothier.
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RAPIDLY BIG MEETING

COMPARE
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PRICES
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We have been selling

SATURDAY

and will continue to sell
MASON GLASS FRUIT

.

COLOMBO

Theater

mm

j

i

JARS

SPECIALS

Pints, 75c per
dozen

English Walnuts
(íoíhI Ones. 2

IDS.

Quarts, 85c
per dozen

:'"

for

!

11
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White Dry Onions. 2 lls. lot' .05
2."
Bating Pears, k lbs

ALBUQUERQUE CASH
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CRYSTAL
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,,.-i-

WHITNEY COMPANY

I

Happy-Go-LucU-

Happy-Go-I.ucky-

Loudon's Jersey Farm
For PURE ICE CREAM

!,

ht

1402

Albuquerque Carriage
Company

itífei.

Sow iu. very nice, per stalk.
Fresh Tomatoes, pel lb
Rest Prams Honey, 2 lor
IS lbs. Potatoes
k Bars white Roasian soap

GROCERY CO.
.08

HOMER H. WARD, Mgr.

First and Tijeras

.

one-thir-

s,

S15 Marble Are.

'
.2.'
2."

WOLKING & SON
Amnolnr Windmills Pumps. Tank.

.SB

ftlld Suhstntritiivs.
I

I
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E V E R I T T

PHONE

Native Celery

Pickling

Driving and
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Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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707 N. EIGHTH

Cucumbers
order
per

lliem

before

fro-.- !.

l"
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Hubbs Laundry Co.
"Our Work is Best"
WHITE WAGONS

CASH

AZTKC FfJEL CO.. MTIili, FACWOOD
TORY AND MOUNTAIN
PINION FENCIfi POST'S; GAIíIjUI

IjI'.MI COAL, $6.150 PER TON. BUV
ANY OHD TIME. PHONE S5!.

OCR WORK Oi'

UAUNDKRIN0

OOLTiARS,
liADIEK'
AND
SKIRTS
WAISTS,
SUITS IS UNKURPASSER.
HACK
OF
RIAL liAUNDHY.
ion ICE.

ON

The MONARCH

GROCERY CO.

SU1R7
DOCK
IMPEVOS l-

OUR noMEHTTC FINISH IS JUST
THE THING AND SATISFIES O II 11
PATRONS.
IF YOU WANT TO UM
tip TO DATE nAVE YOirR LAUNDRY DONE BY THE IMPKHIAIi
LAUNDRY. HACK OF POHTOFFICE.

OUR POLICY IS QUICK SALES

307 W. Central Phone 80

LET US
AND SMALL PROFITS.
SHOW YOU THAT WE CAN SAVS
YOU MONEY ON YOUR GROCER
CO., S14 9
IES. F. G. PRATT
SECOND.

OUR ASSORTMENT OF CANNRtf

SANT FE NEWS BUTCHER
FRUITS AM VEGETABLES ARE A
SELECTED STOCK. COME IN AND
IN HANDS OF THE LAW EXAMINE THEM. F. G. PRATT
CO.

314 SOUTH

SECOND.

Yoiiiir Han Arrested by t'nderslierlff
on Advices from Alamoftordo. DeEVERY ONE ie TALKING ABOUT
OUR FLAT WORK. IF YOU HAVE
clare He Hasn't pone tnything,
DO SO
NOT GIVEN US YOURS.
VirtV. IMPERIAL "lAONlJRY. BAG"
employed
John Beard, who ha been
OF POSTOFITOE.
for .some time ax a news butcher on
the Santa Fe, was arretted Thursday
IF YOU ARE IN NEED OF ANY
night by rndcrnhcriff Fred Hen. THING DAINTY IN THE GROCERY
upon advices received from Alamo-gord- LINE YOU CAN ALWAYS FIND IT
CO., S14 SOUTH
Heard nu placed In the countAT F. . PRATT
y" jail and will be held until the ar- SECOND.
rival of an officer from Alamogordo.
NEW FALL MILLINERY.
He declares tharha itv innocent of any
The first showing this week of new
wrongdoing and dopg not know what
He has been SJ rested for.
Beard work- Fnll Hats for atrcet wear. The
ed for some time in the Alvarado
laundry here. He cHmc to Albuc,ucr-QM- e
FEE'S ROOT BEER. TTtK BEER
about nine months ago.
DRUG
WALTON'S
OF QUALITY.
4
STORK.

NEW FALL MILLINERY.
The first showing this week of new
FEE'S GOOD ICE UREAM. AND
Fnll Hats for Btreet wear. The
BODA.
WALTONf
ICE CREAM
DRUG

STORK.

